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ABSTRACT
A two-dimensional, incompressible, isentropic, "mainly inviscid" model of the total tem-
perature variation in a von Karman vortex street is developed with special consideration
to the distribution of the total temperature change in finite vortex cores. These cores
are made up of a region of varying vorticity, the inner bubble, and a bounding vortex
sheet separating each bubble from the potential outer flow. A theoretical model for the
inner flow is obtained by assuming that this is a region of low viscosity with elliptic
streamlines having cyclic properties. For the highly viscous bounding regions two con-
straints are imposed, namely that the contour integral of the jump in normal velocity
component across the sheet be equal to zero and that the total circulation due to both
regions equal the point vortex circulation seen by the outer potential flow. Results ob-
tained successfully highlight the importance of vortex motion in this phenomenon and
the validity of the radial equilibrium assumption in near-circular cores. In a temporal
picture of the total enthalpy variation cold" spots are observed towards the centerline
of the street, due to the fact that in these regions vortices oppose the oncoming flow.
On the other hand hot" spots are observed on the "freestream" side of each vortex,
because the velocity peaks here. Thus, averaging the total energy separation over the
period of the vortex street results in a mainly cold wake. The magnitude and direction
of the effective, or vortex, velocity are of capital importance in determining the intensity
of the variation in total temperature in a core, the maximum depression occurring at
a point as defined by the angle of the on coming flow and the strength of the bubble
circulation. It can be concluded that adding finite vortex cores to a classical Karman
street clarifies the total temperature separation phenomenon.
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Introduction
Internal flow in turbomachinery is in many cases affected by unsteady phenomena
influencing the engine performance both locally and globally. One such phenomenon
has been observed in the flow behind transonic compressor blade rows and is known
as total temperature, or energy, separation. This flow is typically made up of strong
spanwise vortices being alternately shed by each blade and it presents both a temporal
and a time-averaged total temperature variation through each blade wake and vortex,
see Refs.[l and 2].
These compressor blade wakes are reminiscent of a classical von Karman vortex
street, see Ref.[3], and previous research literature, see Refs. [1,2, and 4], presented
some qualitative and quantitative considerations of this phenomenon, with respect to
one vortex and a vortex street, for inviscid, incompressible, and two dimensional flow.
Hence, it seems reasonable to begin the study of total energy variation in a wake by
thoroughly investigating what happens and why it happens to the total enthalpy in
a classical von Karm6n vortex street. Once it is understood what drives this process
for this case, a more complete model of a vortex street with finite vortex cores can be
developed.
The model with finite vortex cores will be based on the fact that the effect of
viscosity can be relegated to a vortex sheet bounding a region of low viscosity and
diffused vorticity, see Refs. [2, 5 and 6], i.e., the inner part of the vortex core; while, the
outer flow is modelled as being potential. Therefore, it will be possible to understand
the physics of total enthalpy variation more closely, especially keeping in mind the effect
or relevance of a good vortex core model as far as this phenomenon is concerned.
Enlightening expressions were obtained for the total temperature separation in the
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post-development phase of an unsteady blade wake, showing the preferential "cooling"
of the flow towards the center of the wake, see Ref. [1]. These results were incom-
pressible and inviscid but they gave a physical understanding of what occurs to the
total temperature in such a wake; this is a good reason to believe that a more detailed
incompressible, mainly inviscid" model - such as the one to be described in this thesis
- will capture the essence of this important unsteady flow process.
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Chapter 1
Total Temperature Separation in a Classical
Karxnn Vortex Street
1.1 Theory
A first approximation to the understanding of total temperature separation is ob-
tained by considering the classical von Kkmdn point vortex street, as depicted in Figure
1 below.
z-plane v
V
-,rpv
X
rp
Figure 1: Point Vortex Model of the Classical von Karman Street at Time t = 0
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The complex potential for this model is
- , sin (z- - u,t +iW= Uoz 2X - . i (1.1)
sin 2--jt
where z + iy and Uo = U,, + iUo,, is the freestream velocity, rV is the circulation
of each point vortex, ( ) denotes the complex conjugate, and u, is the velocity at which
each point vortex is convected, it is also known as the wake effective velocity. See Ref.
[3] for a derivation of the above and the following equations. Note that equation (1.1)
is not valid at the points of singularity.
Taking the derivative of the complex potential with respect to z results in an ex-
pression for the complex velocity, d.
u - iv = U cot UVt + i )-cot- -ut-idz 2ak ak 2 2) aA 2/i
(1.2)
While the velocity
dz ic az-- V t _ ) - cot IUv.I-j-+ "bkq = d = u+iV = Uoo+ 2p cot- -t i -
(1.3)
is necessary to calculate particle pathlines and streaklines, see Appendix A.
From the above velocity, q, which is not valid at or near the points of singularity,
the velocity at which each point vortex is convected is obtained,
P bk b=UV = Uoo- -tanh -- r where --cosh-l Vi (1.4)2 ak k a a ir
from linear stability considerations, von KirmAn let the vortices be displaced a small
distance by imposing an undulatory motion over the street.
The initial configuration will repeat itself after it has moved a horizontal distance
equal to ak, the spacing between each two point vortices in a row. No vertical distance
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comes into play because the various point vortices do not induce a vertical velocity
component on each other, this vertical velocity component is only due to the freestream
velocity which shifts the whole wake vertically, hence the period of the vortex street, rk,
is given by
k ak a(1.
Re {s} Re {U}--, - Ir tanh (1.5)
Applying the unsteady Bernoulli equation with steady freestream boundary condi-
tions and assuming the flow to be isentropic, results in an expression for the variation in
total enthalpy in the laboratory frame of reference. See also Appendix A for a derivation.
AHL = (H- Hoo)L = (1.6)at
where t is obtained from (1.1), see also Appendix A.
= Ret, ot- z ut+i- - cot -- ut (1.7)
at 2ak ak 2 2 ak 2 J (
Again, equations (1.5) and (1.6) are valid only in potential flow, and thus (1.6) does
not apply at the singularities.
The best way to present data is achieved by non-dimensionalizing the relevant equa-
tions. The scaling parameters chosen are the horizontal component of the freestream
velocity, U,,O, and the distance between two point vortices in a row, ak.
So that in non-dimensional terms we have: U = = 1+ iU' ; z 
b. = i = cosh-1,; = ' = - r vo ; = U. - 2r tanhb7r;_.' _kUOOX = H
kak U' fkai&
Making the appropriate substitutions into equations (1.1) to (1.7) and dropping the
dashes for convenience results in the following non-dimensional equations:
= U o _ -i In =uPt + ii (1.8)
sin r ( - uvtr -i )
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dw _ = i( -t dz = u - iv = [;co cot X z-2-Uvrktt + - -coti z-u.rkt-it)dz 2 2 2/ /j
(1.9)
dz 1 + btq dt = u+iv = UO,+ pv cotr - - uVrkt - i - cotr ( - Vrkt +i
(1.10)
AHL = -Re {r otr - t2urt +i b)- cot(r (-vrkt -i
2 2 r, -2
(1.11)
The governing parameter is rI , as defined above, but U, is relevant too.
1.2 Results and Discussion
Four different cases for a von Krman vortex street are presented here. Results for
these cases include contour plots of variation in total enthalpy, stream function contour
plots, and streakline and particle pathline plots together with corresponding figures for
the variation in total enthalpy along them.
The first case considered is presented in Figures 2.1 to 2.9. It is a classical von
Karman vortex street, i.e., the freestream velocity has only a horizontal component,
with the main parameters r. = 1 and U. = 1, where the period is r - 1.547 and
the point vortex velocity is u 0.646. Note that from here onward, all the quantities
are non-dimensional whether they have a dash as superscript or not; a dash is retained
occasionally only for added emphasis. All streaklines have been generated by releasing
particles from the origin,i.e., zo = 0.
In Figure 2.1 energy separation contours are plotted at time equal to rk, the period
of the wake, and great insight can be derived from this graph by looking at the arrows.
The arrows point in a direction of greater coldness" or hotness" depending on the
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specific label attached to the arrow. By looking at this graph and the stream function
contours it can be seen that where the effect of a vortex is favorable", as far as the
freestream is concerned, then there will be a hot spot in the flow. The flow in this
region is hotter near the point vortex. The idea is basically that the flow, on the side
of a point vortex, 'rotating" in the same direction as the freestream will result in a hot
region; while on the other side there will be a cold region. However, the cold regions
make up the main portion of the inner part of the wake. This can be corroborated by
calculating and plotting the variation in total enthalpy in a cut through this wake, as
in Figure 2.3 where the biggest dip in HL is right on the centerline.
This phenomenon can be looked at in a different manner, i.e., by observing pathlines
and streaklines in the flow. Considering the streakline in Figure 2.5 and the variation of
AHL along it, see Figure 2.6, gives a good feeling of how the energy separates varying
from hot on the outer part of the wake, the one nearer the freestream, to cold in the
inner part, and back again. This variation is substantial, from 0.3 to -0.9. In order to
understand such a type of figure (see figs. 2.6, 3.6, 4.6, and 5.6) one must follow the
shape of the streakline, keeping in mind that particles tend to cluster around a point
vortex. Depending whether these particles are situated on the freestream side" or the
"wake centerline," they will be hot or cold, the closer to the vortex the stronger their
value in A HL. Hence, in these figures the value of the total temperature separation
about any vortex is of the same order, getting stronger when more particles wrap closely
around a particular vortex.
The main reason for "injecting the dye" at the origin of the lab frame in order to
get a streakline is that it captures the behavior of the total temperature with respect to
the vortices better than, say, close to the outer edge of the Karman vortex street and
it also seems naturally in tune with taking a picture of the flow in real life.
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Analyzing the energy separation along particle pathlines further strengthens the
understanding of this phenomenon, see Figures 2.4 and 2.7 to 2.9. Basically, as a
particle is pushed away from a point vortex to the freestream it will tend to warm up
at first, while it will cool down as it is pulled into the wake centerline (see also Ref. [4]).
In the second case r = 2, which is equivalent to doubling the vortex strength or
halving the freestream velocity. The results for this case are presented in figures 3.1 to
3.6. While in the third case r, = 0.5 (see figs. 4.1 to 4.6), this is the exact opposite of
the second case. In the final case a 10% freestream normal velocity component is added
onto the horizontal component of the first case, see figs. 5.1 to 5.6.
The main effect of doubling rv is that the amount of variation in total enthalpy
is slightly decreased. This is only to be expected since AHL is a function of u, see
equations (1.5) and (1.6), and u, has decreased to 0.293 from a value of 0.646. However,
halving rIv slightly reduces the amount of total temperature separation ( see Figures
4.1 to 4.6) although u, = 0.823, just because, as it may be observed in equation (1.11),
AHL is a function of r, u, thus it is this product which counts.
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-3.333
r = V/ and (rp, ,) = 0.2
0.00 1.25 2.60 3.76 6.00 6.25 7.50 8.75 10.00
rw
Figure l(a): Real(r,uts.) and Real(u,,) Vs. r,
As it can be seen in Fig. l(a) there is a definite value of the non-dimensional vortex
circulation for which the total enthalpy variation is maximized, namely rp, = X/2, since,
as it can be seen from equation 1.1, AHL is some function of not only the effective veloc-
ity but also of this product. What drives the total temperature separation phenomenon
is the fact that the effect of the vortices is to oppose the freestream or slow the wake
down. The magnitude of this effective velocity is very important, because the total
enthalpy variation increases or decreases accordingly; thus, adding a normal freestream
component should increase the amount of total energy separation.
The effect of adding a little vertical velocity component in the freestream velocity is
to increase slightly the total enthalpy variation. From Figure 5.4, it can be observed that
most of the particles will tend to wrap around the point vortex closest to them, which has
a noticeable variation in total enthalpy around it (see Figure 5.6). Meanwhile the whole
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wake is being blown "out of sight' so that the portion of the flow under observation
tends to become uniform, especially in terms of the total enthalpy variation. Taking
the normal velocity component away, thus, results in the first case considered and with
this perspective this final case ought to be viewed.
All in all the AHL values seem to agree with the expected 3 - 4% total energy
variation, e.g., if a Mach number of 0.3 is assumed then a AHL = -1 corresponds to a
3.5% decrease in total enthalpy with respect to the freestream value for air.
1.3 Conclusions
The method outlined in the theory section seems to bring out the physics of the
phenomenon both qualitatively and quantitatively. Therefore it will be modified and
applied to a fuller model which takes appropriate care of vortex cores.
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Figure 2.1: Energy Separation Contours for a Classical von Karman Point Vortex
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Figure 2.2: Stream Function Contours for a Classical von Kirman Point Vortex
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Figure 2.3: Energy Separation in Classical von Karmin Street Cut Through Wake at
x=-0.2: r, =1 & C =1
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Figure 2.4: Streakline & Particle Orbits in Classical von Kirmn Street: rP = 1,
U' = 1, & t = 2rk
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Figure 2.7(a): Particle Pathline (1) in Fig.2.4
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Figure 2.7(b): Total Enthalpy Variation along Pathline (1)
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Figure 2.8(b): Total Enthalpy Variation along Pathline (2)
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Figure 5.6: Energy Separation along the Streakline in Classical von
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Figure 5.7(b): Total Enthalpy Variation along Pathline (1)
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Chapter 2
General Description of the Total Temperature
Separation Model with Finite Cores
The importance of the vortex motion was realized by considering the total temper-
ature separation phenomenon in a von Karmin vortex street made up of point vortices,
thus, providing physical understanding of this process. However, as it can be observed
in any contour plots of total enthalpy variation in the previous chapter, the point vortex
model fails at and near each singularity; therefore, the next step is to obtain a more
appropriate model for the vortices themselves.
The model with finite cores shall be made up of three distinct regions with respect
to a vortex, see Figure 6, namely:
(1) Outer flow
(2) Inner flow
(3) bounding vortex sheet
The outer flow is modelled as a potential flow by adding a source and sink pair
to each point vortex, in order to obtain the shape of each finite vortex as seen by the
oncoming freestream and vortex induced flow. This will result in each vortex core having
an oval outer bounding streamline. Hence, the equations in Chapter 1, by adding the
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source and sink pairs, become:
nin z-c- 2. sin + C- (2.1)ut
Hence the velocity, pathlines, and streaklines for the outerflow are obtained from
the following expression:q = 2=U°2{o- 2 a 2 2
.+ {o(+- 2 InRe(u)t,-y + I(uv)t )q= c-7 = c uu + 2- co }
-sin t ( i.k 2- y sin ( c_- ut -
= a ( 2 2
-r sin co Re{u t-+ I{t + 
-co f f (R {uu ty-{u}2)bk\]
-2 { [cot- R(u )t ,y+l( uv)tb-2.w+-i- cot-(a i -Resu) t , -Iu t- +)-
akq-O jcot- c- -- Re(u)t, -y + I(u)t -J 2ak c o2 22-cot  -(Rt, _ I{ut-+ )]
· ( -cot-- -!- aRe(ut,-y +u Iut -
ak a
and the change in total enthalpy in the laboratory frame of reference is given by
AH aw~ - Re Ot i - aRe {uV) t, y - I(uv)t+ b2
- cot -
akb 2 j
ak 2
+ 8UtL 2t C ak _Re{uV) t, y - I(uv)t +bk
2 a/t Catak 2c 2
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- cot- - c - Re u t, y ,,t- (2.3)
a, 2 
Note that equations (2.2) and (2.3) above are valid only outside each finite vortex
core. All of the above equations can be non-dimensionalized as in Chapter 1, the only
new non-dimensional variables are the dimensionless source/sink strength, s' = ook'
and and source/sink distance from the point vortex, c' = c. The final non-dimensional
equations will just as the above dimensional ones after dropping the superscript dashes,
the only difference being that a will not appear and rkt replaces t.
The inner flow is a region of diffused vorticity, low viscosity bound by a vortex
sheet, separating it from the outerflow. It is determined by the Poisson equation, i.e.,
V2 = -F, and the dissipative Helmholtz vorticity equation, qa9t = V2 F, where F is
the vorticity and is the coordinate along the streamline. A model for this inner flow is
derived by assuming that the streamlines are elliptic, this seems to be nature's choice,
and by assuming that the properties are cyclic along streamlines in this embedded flow,
see Ref. [21, this is the so called cyclic constraint". This model is presented in Chapter
3.
The outer and inner flow are separated by a vortex sheet bounding each bubble of
vorticity, this sheet is due to the velocity jump across it induced by the inner and outer
flow models. No jump in the normal velocity component will be allowed, at least in an
integral sense. Refer to Chapter 4 for a detailed analysis and description of the model
employed for this sheet.
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Chapter 3
Vortex Core Model
3.1 Theory
In the steady frame of reference, i.e., in the frame moving at the same velocity as
the vortex cores ( also known as the effective wake velocity), the flow "well-within" a
vortex core, namely the bubble of vorticity, is determined by the dissipative Helmholtz
equation
a!q -= vV 2 f (3.1)
where f (, £) is the vorticity, b is the streamfunction, and is the coordinate along the
streamline.
The vorticity f is related to the streamfunction by the Poisson equation
v2 = f. (3.2)
Furthermore, in this region f(, t) - F(tb) because the vorticity will vary noticeably
from streamline to streamline, but not along one, the model being incompressible, so
that by neglecting derivatives with respect to V 2f can be approximated by
V2f -FF' + q2F" (3.3)
see Ref. [2] for further details and a careful derivation of equation (3.4) below.
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If it is assumed that the streamlines close on themselves then Batchelor's cyclic
constraint, Refs. 5 and 6, i.e., f ;{d! = 0, may be applied. This is reasonable especially
for the vortices in a compressor blade wake because there should not be a considerable
amount of throughflow at the center of each of these well developed vortices. This is not
true when there is a considerable spiralling motion as in the core of a primary vortex
over a delta wing, for instance.
Hence, by applying the cyclic constraint after combining equations (3.1) and (3.3),
dividing through by the velocity q, and then performing a line integral the following
expression for the vorticity in this region is obtained.
(~)r(~) - rrF"() (3.4)
where the circulation, r, and the drift time, r, are given by
r= qdt and r= d (3.5)
Expression (3.4) is applicable only well within" the vortex core, that is inside the
region surrounded by the bounding vortex sheet.
By assuming that the streamlines are elliptic within the region of the vortex core
bound by a vortex sheet an expression for the solid body rotation term - part of the
vorticity distribution - can be obtained. This term is dependent on the geometry of this
region, denoted by the sub-major and sub-minor axes of the ellipse, and by the strength
of this bubble of vorticity, denoted by the change in streamfunction value from the edge
to the center of the bubble. Therefore, from equation (C.7) in Appendix C the solid
body rotation is
=2ax (1 + 2) (3.6)
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The ratio of the circulation to the drift time was obtained in Appendix C and it is a
function of the geometry, E (Q) is just the ratio of two elliptic integrals, the particular
streamfunction in question, and the strength of the inner flow of this bubble of vorticity;
hence, from equation (C.21) in Appendix C we have
r = A_2 'O TMAXE (3.7)
see Appendix C for further details about the derivation of E (a).
By applying the cyclic constraint, as expressed by equation (3.4) the above ratio,and
integrating with two boundary conditions - namely F = wo at the center of the bubble
and F = FD 0, at the boundary between the bounding vortex sheet and the inner
vortex core flow, the following expression for the vorticity distribution in this region of
low viscosity is (see equation (C.25) in Appendix C):
F() =wo+(FDo wo) -, ) (3.8)(EDGE
where p = 1'- ) {1 + A} and E( ) = , Ir and I, are two elliptic integrals
given by equations (C.19) and (C.18) in Appendix C.
Values of the power p, E, Ir, and I, are presented in the table below alongside 
and its inverse ha, the values as they are are given for ellipses with the sub-major axis,
a, lying on the z-axis. Hence, the values for an ellipse with the sub-major axis in the
y-direction can be obtained by switching the headings f and hband, then, reading from
the bottom of the table up.
The circulation of the flow contained by the bounding vortex sheet, but not including
the circulation due to this vortex sheet, is
r = -2iMxir (b (3.9)
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Table 1: Power Variation with Bubble Eccentricity
P
-0.00368998
0.01076216
0.04380876
0.09474701
0.07066408
0.03531865
0.01517503
0.00935084
0.00635470
0.00228539
0.00171337
0.00262759
0.00408801
0.00160779
0.00253282
0.00199665
0.00156318
0.00120873
0.00045543
0.00066434
0.00045830
0.00056377
0.00026286
0.00000966
hb
0.026
0.027
0.030
0.050
0.070
0.100
0.150
0.200
0.250
0.300
0.350
0.400
0.450
0.500
0.550
0.600
0.650
0.700
0.750
0.800
0.850
0.900
0.950
1.000
a
I.
38.462
37.037
33.333
20.000
14.286
10.000
6.667
5.000
4.000
3.333
2.857
2.500
2.222
2.000
1.818
1.667
1.538
1.429
1.333
1.250
1.176
1.111
1.053
1.000
I
0.0236
0.0249
0.0290
0.0669
0.1222
0.2313
0.4594
0.7305
1.0342
1.3650
1.7100
2.0643
2.4241
2.7970
3.1627
3.5312
3.8966
4.2575
4.6147
4.9615
5.3033
5.6361
5.9636
6.2831
E
737.424
693.838
581.532
221.485
110.338
52.349
23.072
13.123
8.554
6.069
4.589
3.635
2.981
2.504
2.158
1.893
1.686
1.522
1.390
1.282
1.193
1.118
1.054
1.000
17.4169
17.2644
16.8402
14.8076
13.4861
12.1102
10.6004
9.5857
8.8473
8.2850
7.8480
7.5026
7.2271
7.0039
6.8262
6.6834
6.5699
6.4809
6.4122
6.3612
6.3247
6.3007
6.2873
6.2832
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Ir
. . . .
from equation (C.22) in Appendix C.
However, this bubble circulation can also be expressed as rb =< F(--) > rab, where
< F(tk) > is the average value of the vorticity over the whole area. This fact is used to
obtain an expression for FDa by taking the average of equation (3.8), i.e.,
FEDM = o (1 < >) b<i >) (3.10)< > rab < 
is the vorticity at the edge of the bubble of vorticity with the bounding vortex sheet.
Substituting it in equation (3.8) results in the final expression for the vorticity, refer
also to Appendix C.
(TO+ rb _rb [1+ ( 2 Ira(( a\2';](;) (krab - 'O, > Ira b <( b - ))
(3.11)
The latter expression was obtained by substituting for the solid body rotation term.
< > is just the root mean square of the streamfunction field.
Finally, equations for the total enthalpy variation in this inner core, not the bounding
vortex sheet, are presented, as obtained in Appendix D. In this region from Batchelor,
Ref. [5], the total enthalpy varies according to
dH( F(W) (3.12)dO
in the steady frame of reference.
Integrating this equation and expressing the variation of the total enthalpy in the
moving or steady frame of reference, Hm, with respect to the total enthalpy value at
the edge (see Appendix D for a derivation) in this inner flow region is
AHm = Hm.HmE = aI (V-*)(+(' I M+1
ra2 =( ) 1 - (P+ 1)< > - r 1 b
(3.13)
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The velocity components, well within the vortex core, in the moving frame of refer-
ence are given in Appendix D, equation III, as
U 2b (y Yc) and vm =( - Xc) (3.14)
Since b is the sub-minor axes it is obvious that the velocity along the bounding stream-
line has the largest magnitude at z = c and the smallest at y = Y,; therefore, at
x = zC the freestream velocity will be opposed or abetted the most by the vortex
core depending on the sign of the two velocities - this should result in the lowest and
highest total temperature values respectively. Knowing that vortices are moving at
U = (UOO - a atanh ,r, UOV) where = cosh- 1 2 from equation (1.3) in
Chapter I and realizing that the static enthalpy is the same in both the moving frame
of reference and the laboratory frame, an expression for the total enthalpy variation in
the laboratory frame of reference in this inner region of the vortex core can be readily
obtained, as in Appendix D.
Therefore, the final expression for AH in the laboratory frame, in the region of the
vortex core bound by the surrounding vortex sheet, is
AHL = HL -HL = AHm + (H,--H Hm,) + u-,, -2 tanh 
m m 2ak a/ 2ak ak
+ vmUooY (3.15)
where AHm is given by (3.13) and ur and vm by (3.14) while u, was given in Chapter
1.
Using the same scaling parameters as in Chapters 1 and 2, other non-dimensional
quantities are obtained:
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WO, = WO ' F' F
(Uoozak) Uoozak (U./ak)
a' = a b ;H = U ;rb = 
ak bk m Uoo2 ak
U Um w m Zt :1 t yUrn =
U Uoz a a
(akUoz)
Introducing these non-dimensional parameters into all of the previous equations and
then dropping the dashes results in the same equations as before which are therefore
valid as both dimensional and non-dimensional.
3.2 Results and Discussion
The variation of the power, p, with the shape of the inner elliptic flow, expressed as
a, was presented in Table 1 and can also be found in Figure 7.1. As it can be seen p is,
for all intents and purposes, very close to zero, unless the bubble thickness is less than
about 2% of its length. The other integrals, namely E, I,, and Ir, are also presented
as functions of in Figs. 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4.
Five different cases have been considered, they are presented in Table 2 below and
the respective figures at the end of the chapter, with U = 1, rb = -1, OE = 0, and
u, = 0.646 (no imaginary components) and a = .
Furthermore, since the power p is very close to zero, the term < is approximately
equal to one everywhere in the bubble except at the center, where it equals zero, because
, = 0 by definifition. This is evident from Figs. 8.6, 9.6, 10.6,11.6, and 12.6, i.e., in
all five cases considered.
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Table 2: Some Results for 5 Cases Run for the Inner Bubble of Vorticity
Sett 1 in the bubble away from the center
< ti > O at the center
will give great insight in the understanding of the results. It should be noted that, in
an approximate sense, < somehow has the same effect of a Kronecker delta.
First of all, the effect of this approximation will be applied to the analysis of the
vorticity distribution for the five cases, as shown in Figs. 8.4 (a and b), 9.4 (a and b),
10.4 (a and b), 11.4, and 12.4. It is apparent that the vorticity varies very little from the
edge of the bubble, that is the boundary between the vortex sheet and the inner flow, to
very near the center of the bubble. This variation is pretty much linear and it decreases
in magnitude as the eccentricity of the bubble goes down. The only case for which
this approach does not apply is the solid body rotation, or circular bubble, one where
the vorticity is constant throughout the bubble. Right at the center of the bubble the
vorticity is equal to wo while everywhere else, for the first four cases, > 1 applied
to equation (3.11) results in the vorticity being approximately equal to A, this can
be verified by comparing the values for the vorticity at the edge, FE, as obtained from
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No. Fig. Nos. _ t FE WO AHt.. AHLmZ
1 8.1 to 8. 6 0.027 -47.2 -0.029 -46.4 -318 -1.43 -3.00 -1.37
2 9.1 to 9.6 0.25 -5.09 -0.057 -5.08 -7.69 -0.288 -0.812 -0.288
3 10.1 to 10.6 0.5 -2.55 -0.071 -2.55 -2.86 -0.182 -0.598 -0.182
4 11.1 to 11.6 0.75 -1.70 -0.078 -1.70 -1.73 -0.132 -0.497 -0.133
5 12.1 to 12.6 1 -1.27 -0.080 -1.27 -1.27 -0.101 -0.434 -0.101
the figures, with the calculated values of rl . They are very close; although, they tend
to differ a little bit as the eccentricity increases. But they're always of the same order.
The vorticity at the center is also greater, or at least equal to, than the magnitude of
the vorticity elsewhere, because while rh is some function of a, the solid body rotationrab 
is a function of () )2. This dependence on the eccentricity, as defined by a, is the reason
why the vorticity distribution and magnitude get 'weaker and weaker" as the bubble
becomes more circular, as it will be seen later, this affects the total enthalpy variation
in a similar way. However, the integral Ir (), which is instrumental in determining
the strength of a bubble of vorticity for a fixed circulation, rb, denoted by PMAX -
given by rb = -2'MAXIr () - decreases; therefore, PMAX decreases as well with an
increasing eccentricity. But they don't vary as much as the vorticity distribution. The
great change in vorticity at the center of the vortex core was also observed in terms of
total pressure in reference [9].
Figures 8.1, 9.1, 10.1, 11.1, and 12.1 present the streamfunction contour plots in
the inner flow, while figures 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5 and 12.5 are plots of the streamfunction
variation from the edge of the bubble to the center for the five different values of 
considered. The main result to be noticed is that for a highly eccentric bubble, i.e.,
a = 37.037 or = 0.027, the streamfunction changes very rapidly near the center of
the bubble, probably a direct cause of the big change in vorticity; while this change
becomes more gradual and spread out over the whole bubble area as the eccentricity is
decreased.
IT O bubble center
Setting p = 0 and =center
< rP > t1 elsewhere in the bubble
in the expression for the variation of total enthalpy in the steady frame, AH,, in
Appendix D(4) it is shown that AH . (FE - ) - gives good approximate values,lab
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within 5% for b > 2.7%, for the total enthalpy variation in this low viscous inner region
of the vortex core. This result can also be verified by comparing the two columns, AH, t.c
and r~A, the former contains the exact" value of the total enthalpy variation at
the center of the bubble, as obtained from figures 8.3, 9.3, 10.3, 11.3, and 12.3, and the
latter a quick and dirty estimate. Yet, again from these figures and results it can be
seen that the amount of total enthalpy variation increases as the eccentricity increases,
that is the biggest dip in total enthalpy in the steady frame occurs in the first case
= 0.027). It should also be noted that this great change in AHm takes place, as
shown by Fig. 8.3, very close to the center of the bubble, due to the rapid variation in
vorticity. On the other hand as the bubble becomes more and more circular the change
in H, becomes smaller, AH,m also varies more gradually over the inner flow region for
a "fatter" bubble.
Finally, the total enthalpy separation in the laboratory frame of reference in this
inner region of the vortex core is considered. Figures 8.2, 9.2, 10.2, 11.2, and 12.2
present this variation for bubbles rotating in both senses, the total enthalpy distribution
in one is the mirror image of the other - as it can be seen by comparing parts (a) and
(b) of each figure. This is reasonable because of the way AH is expected to be spread
throughout the wake. As it can be seen from all the plots, part (a) of each figure has
the distribution in AHLab in a bubble rotating clockwise and belonging to the top row
of the Karman vortex street, while part (b) has the AHLab distribution in a bubble
rotating counterclockwise in the bottom row of the Karman vortex street. Hence, in
the clockwise bubbles the freestream would be on the top part while the bottom part
is close to the center of the wake; therefore, the flow in this bubble gets colder towards
the bottom, but it can have a slightly hot region on the top. The opposite happens
in the bubbles rotating in the other sense. The bottom is close to the freestream and
it is warmer; while the top, being closest to the wake centerline, is the coldest region.
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Obviously, combining finite cores with the outerflow model in a KArman vortex street
will clarify how the energy separates through a wake with strong spanwise vortices.
It is interesting to note that for a highly eccentric bubble of vorticity, such as the
one in Fig. 8.2 ( = 2.7%), there is a considerably large - almost half of the entire inner
bubble - hot region. While as the bubble gets more and more circular this hot region
tends to disappear, as it does for the circular case in Fig. 12.2. This can be explained by
looking at the equation employed to obtain these plots, namely equation (3.15). Since
none of the cases considered have a normal freestream velocity component (Uoo = 0)
and AH steady has already been considered, which is here being altered by the effect of
some constant terms, equal in all cases, the overriding variable is urn, the velocity in the
steady frame of reference. From (3.14) we know that ur n- = A(y - Yci); therefore,
for high eccentricity this velocity is very large and, consequently, AHL will tend to be
positive where ur is positive. On the other hand, the effect of this velocity component
becomes weaker as the sub-minor axis, b, approaches the sub-major one, i.e., as a bubble
becomes circular; thus, the whole bubble will tend to become completely depressed in
terms of total enthalpy.
From Figs. 13.1( a, b,& c) and 13.2( a, b, & c) it can be observed that the overall
magnitude of the effective velocity is very important for the total energy separation. In
these figures two bubbles of different thickness are presented,i.e., 50% and 75%, and for
each bubble the normal freestream velocity component has been increased from 0.1 to 0.5
and then to 1; while, the bubble circulation is -1 and the point vortex circulation is ±V
for all cases. From these results it is obvious that increasing U,,o causes a definite rise
in total temperature separation; furthermore, it also causes the total enthalpy change
contours to be skewed this is because the velocity around the outer streamline peaks at
an angle to the y-axis which must equal the freestream incidence angle.
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3.3 Conclusions
A model for the inner region of dispersed vorticity and low viscosity in a vortex core
has been obtained. This model features a great variation in vorticity, and, therefore,
total pressure and total enthalpy change (steady frame) at the center of the bubble of
vorticity, as was expected. Translating from the moving or steady frame of reference
to the laboratory frame results in a bubble with the 'coldest" point being close to the
wake centerline, while the 'hottest" point (it may or may not be above zero) is on the
freestream side of the wake. It is expected that because of this the model will clarify
the whole total temperature variation picture for a Kirman vortex street with finite
vortex cores. It was also seen that the more eccentric the bubble the higher the change
in vorticity and steady total enthalpy at the center, this also results in an inner flow
more divided between a hot region and a cold one. It has also been shown how great
an effect the magnitude of the effective velocity has on total energy separation.
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Figure 7.1(b): Blow up of 7.1(a)
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Figure 8.2(b): Total Enthalpy Change (Lab Frame) for a Counter-Clockwise Bubble
with = 0.027, UO = 1, r =-1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 8.3: Total Enthalpy Change (Steady Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 0.027, U, = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5G
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Clockwise Bubble with = 0.027a
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Figure 8.5: Stream Function Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble
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Figure 9.1: Stream Function Distribution in a Bubble of Vorticity with = 0.25,
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Figure 9.2(a): Variation in Total Enthalpy (Lab Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
b = 0.25, U = 1, rb = -1, E = 0o, and a = 0.5
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Figure 9.2(b): Total Enthalpy Change (Lab Frame) for a Counter-Clockwise Bubble
with - = 0.25, U = 1, rb = -1, HE = 0, and a = 0.5a
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Figure 9.3: Total Enthalpy Change (Steady Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
a = 0.25, U = 1, rb = -1, tbE = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 9.4(a): Vorticity Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble with
-= 0.25, U = 1, rb = -1, 0,E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 9.4(b): Blow-Up of the Above Vorticity Variation from Edge to Center for a
Clockwise Bubble with = 0.25a
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Figure 9.5: Stream Function Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble
with = 0.25, U = 1, rb =-1, ' e = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 9.6: Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble with
a = 0.25, Uo = 1, rb = -1, bE = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 10.1: Stream Function Distribution in a Bubble of Vorticity with = 0.5,
Uoo = 1, rb = -1, 4'E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 10.2(a): Variation in Total Enthalpy (Lab Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
a = 0.5, U = , rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 10.2(b): Total Enthalpy Change (Lab Frame) for a Counter-Clockwise Bubble
with = 0.5, = , rb = -1, O = 0, and a = 0.5a ')V0
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Figure 10.3: Total Enthalpy Change (Steady Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 0.5, UO = , rb = -1, s = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 10.4(a): Vorticity Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 0.5, Uoo = 1, rb = -1, WE = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 10.4(b): Blow-Up of the Above Vorticity Variation from Edge to Center for a
Clockwise Bubble with = 0.5a
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Figure 10.5: Stream Function Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble
with = 0.5, U = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 10.6: '-' Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble with = 0.5
Uo = 1, rb = -1, O/E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 11.1: Stream Function
Uv = 1,
Distribution in a Bubble of Vorticity with - = 0.75
r, = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 11.2(a): Variation in Total Enthalpy (Lab Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 0.75, Uc = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 11.2(b): Total Enthalpy Change (Lab Frame) for a Counter-Clockwise Bubble
with = 0.75, U = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 11.3: Total Enthalpy Change (Steady Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 0.75, Uo = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 11.4: Vorticity Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 0.75, Uo = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 11.5: Stream Function Variation from Edge to Center for Clockwise Bubble
with = 0.75, U = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 12.1: Stream Function Distribution in a Bubble of Vorticity with = 1,
Uo = 1, rb = -1, 'E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 12.2(a): Variation in Total Enthalpy (Lab Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
= 1, U = , rb = -1, & = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 12.2(b): Total Enthalpy Change (Lab Frame) for a Counter-Clockwise Bubble
with b = 1, Uoo = i, rb = -1, E = O, and a = 0.5
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Figure 12.5: Stream Function Variation from Edge to Center for Clockwise Bubble
with = 1, U = 1, rb = -1, E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 12.6: -- Variation from Edge to Center for a Clockwise Bubble with = 1,
Uoo = 1, rb = -1, H'E = 0, and a = 0.5
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Figure 13.1(a): Variation in Total Enthalpy (Lab Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
= U = 1 + i.1, rb = -1, ro = r/b, r = 0.5
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Figure 13.2(a): Variation in Total Enthalpy (Lab Frame) for a Clockwise Bubble with
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Chapter 4
Vortex Sheet Bounding Each Vortex Core
In chapter 2 a model for the total temperature separation in the outerflow was
developed, while a model for the inner flow in each vortex core was presented in chapter
3. However, these two models have to be matched for consistency. In fact it is believed
that the bounding vortex sheet does not play an influential role on the overall picture
of the total temperature separation phenomenon in a Karman vortex street, because it
is extremely thin and it just serves the purpose of connecting, as smoothly as possible,
two very different regions of the flow, one is potential and the other one is rotational
with some peculiar features. Although it does play a relevant indirect role by defining
the shape and strength of the inner bubble which are demanded by nature, especially
because it is crucial to ensure that there be no net flow into or out of each vortex core.
In general a vortex sheet has no jump in normal velocity component across it at
every point. This requirement is too strict because it demands a source/sink distribution
inside each vortex core in order to have a vortex sheet which has an inner and outer
streamline that geometrically match each other. Thus, resulting in a discontinuity
only in tangential velocity at every point on the sheet. However, the scope of this
boundary is just to ensure that the whole model matches properly; therefore, a few
good approximations may be made.
First of all, in order to satisfy the condition that there be no net inflow or outflow
to or from the bubble of vorticity inside a vortex core, the properties of a vortex sheet
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will be maintained in an average and approximate sense. Therefore, there should be
no jump in normal velocity component across the sheet in an integral sense and the
circulation due to the bubble of vorticity and the one due to the bounding vortex sheet
should be equal to the point vortex circulation employed for the outer flow. Expressing
these two constraints in the form of equations, we have
f Aq_ d 0 (4.1)
f qll dt=rb (4.2)
rp = rb + rbe. (4.3)
where is the distance along the boundary, Aq± is the local jump in normal veloc-
ity with respect to the inner boundary of the vortex sheet, Aq[ is the local jump in
tangential velocity with respect to the inner boundary of the vortex sheet, and rbv
is the bounding vortex sheet circulation. The above expression remain the same after
non-dimensionalization.
One final detail must be considered. In obtaining the total enthalpy variation in
the laboratory frame of reference for the bubble of vorticity an expression containing
the value of the total enthalpy at the edge, HmE, in the steady frame of reference, was
derived. Since the flow in the moving frame of reference in this model is completely
steady, under this approximate treatment of the boundary between outer and inner
flow, it is reasonable to set Hz equal to the freestream value, i.e.,
HmE = Hmoo (4.4)
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Chapter 5
Results for the Full Model
5.1 Results and Discussion
In this chapter the results obtained by putting together the model for the whole flow,
as described in the previous chapters, are presented and discussed keeping in mind two
phenomena in particular, namely total temperature separation and radial equilibrium.
Radial equilibrium considerations are made based on non-dimensional static pressure
change throughout the flowfield, where the equations used were just obtained by rear-
ranging Bernoulli's equation and exploiting the fact that static properties are the same
in both coordinate systems..
Following a pattern established in Chapters 1 and 3 a few cases are introduced,
compared, and discussed. The results for three cases are given in Figures 14 to 16 at
the end of the chapter. Here the non-dimensional circulation of a finite vortex core, rFv,
is varied from 1 (Figs. 14.1 to 14.5) to V (Figs. 15.1 to 15.5 and 16.1 to 16.5); while
for the first two cases U = 1 and for the third case U = 1 + iO.1. The criterion for
choosing such cases is that at riv = JV the change in total enthalpy is the highest for
a horizontal freestream flow, since Re(rpFyvu) is maximized at this point - as described
in Chapter 1. Furthermore, the effect of a normal freestream velocity component ought
to be considered.
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The first observation is that it is well worth the effort of adding the vortex core
model developed, because from Figs. 14.1(a & b), 15.1(a & b), and 16.1(a & b) it is
apparent that the picture of AHL variation is greatly clarified by contour lines 'flowing
in and out" of a core. Hot spots are present, as expected, on the freestream side of
each vortex. They are mainly located outside of a vortex, although they do engulf a
small portion of the bubble of vorticity; on the other hand, the cold spots are firmly
entrenched in the inner bubbles of vorticity towards the central portion of the wake.
Looking at Fig. 16.1 and comparing it to Fig. 15.1 seems to suggest that the main
effect of a normal freestream velocity component is to shift a little further the cold spot
towards the wake centerline," if not even slightly outside of the inner bubble.
At a first glance it might seem that there be no increase in total temperature sep-
aration due to this normal freestream velocity component. However, such a conclusion
must be incorrect. Because AHL is a function of the effective or vortex velocity, us, and
of the vortex circulation, and if the latter is kept constant - as in cases 2 and 3 - while
the magnitude of the former is increased by incrementing its imaginary component,
then the total enthalpy change must increase as well, see equations (2.3) for the outer
flow and (3.15) for the inner flow. This is even more so for the non-dimensional circu-
lation value considered, namely the one that results in Re(rFvu) being a maximum.
Nonetheless, this still is not apparent from the figures, not even Figs. 15.5 and 16.5.
Here the importance of the bounding vortex sheet considerations has to be introduced.
Meeting the condition that in an average sense there should not be a jump in normal
velocity component across the vortex sheet and the sum of the circulation due to the
inner bubble of vorticity, rb, with the one due to the bounding vortex sheet, rb,, should
equal the point vortex circulation for the outer flow model is very important in sizing
the inner bubble of vorticity. As it turns out rb,, for the three cases was 62%,52%, and
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57% of rP, respectively; hence, the inner bubble of vorticity is strongest in the second
case, thus resulting in a greater variation in total enthalpy than in the case with a 10%
freestream normal velocity component.
Since for all the cases tried the circulation due to the bounding vortex sheet is
greater than the one due to the inner bubble of vorticity, this results in bubbles which
are fairly fat, their thickness with respect to the length varies from 79% to 91% (see
Figs. 14.2,15.2, and 16.2), and have a small variation in vorticity, about 1.5% (see Figs.
14.4,15.4, and 16.4). It should be noted that these cores were obtained by employing
non-dimensional source/sink values of 5% for the outer flow. Furthermore just because
the bubbles for this vortex street turn out to be of low eccentricity this does not dis-
qualify the use of the theoretical model developed in Chapter 3 in other cases where
flat bubbles are involved. The good thing is that because of their low eccentricity radial
equilibrium, as defined by having no radial velocity component emanating from the
center of the bubble, is preserved; thus, allowing for some previous theoretical assump-
tions ( see ref. [1] ). The validity of applying the radial equilibrium assumption can be
checked by observing the static pressure change plots given at the end of the chapter
and it is appropriate within the bounding vortex sheet. From these same figures (14.3,
15.3, and 16.3) it can be seen that there is a local static pressure jump across any vortex
sheet, thus meaning that under the present average assumptions these sheets are not
free.
For completeness sake static pressure change contour plots for bubbles of various
eccentricities are presented in Figures 17.(1 to 4); the main result being that for bubbles
less than 60-70% thick radial equilibrium occurs, as expected, only close to the bubble
center, the higher the eccentricity the more so.
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By observing the total enthalpy contour plots and by realizing that they will repeat
themselves at any time with the only difference being that they will have shifted forward
along with the vortices it can be seen that averaging AHL over the vortex street period,
rk will result in a cold wake with a slighly warm boundary with the surrounding flow
having negligible, if not at all, variation in total enthalpy. This is because the central
portion of the wake is temporally cold throughout, while the boundary of the wake with
the freestream is temporally half hot and half cool so that averaging over time results
in a total temperature slightly above the freestream value.
5.2 Conclusions
The main conclusion is that it was indeed helpful towards the understanding of total
temperature separation and the applicability of the radial equilibrium assumption in
various regions of the flow to develop a model of a Karmn street made up of finite vortex
cores, thus, clarifying the behavior of this inviscid phenomenon and the importance of
the vortex pattern.
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Figure 14.2(a): Streamlines in a KirmAn Finite Vortex Street with rpv = 1 & U, = 1
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Figure 14.3(a): Static Pressure Change in a Karman Finite Vortex Street with
rV=lau & =1
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Figure 14.5: Total Enthalpy Change Cut Through at z = -0.2 in a Karman Finite
Vortex Street with rv = 1 & U~ = 1
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Figure 15.1(a): Energy Separation in a Krman Finite Vortex Street with rFv = X/
& U = 1
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Figure 15.4: Vorticity Distribution in the Vortex Core Rotating Clockwise in a
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Figure 16.1(a): Energy Separation in a Karman Finite Vortex Street with rpv = 2
& Ul = 1 + i.1
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Figure 16.1(b): Blown Up Version of the Above
Clockwise
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Figure 16.2: Streamlines in a K/rman Finite Vortex Street with rF = &
U' = 1 + o.
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Figure 16.3: Static Pressure Change in a Karman Finite
& U = 1 + i.1
Vortex Street with r = /2
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Figure 16.4: Vorticity Distribution in the Vortex Core Rotating Clockwise in a
KarmAn Finite Vortex Street with rv = V2 & Uv = 1 + iO.1
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Figure 17.1: Static Pressure Change in a 25% Thick Inner Bubble of Vorticity with
r = 0.5 & u' = 1
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Figure 17.2: Static Pressure Change in a 50% Thick Inner Bubble of Vorticity with
r, = 0.5 & U = 1
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Figure 17.3: Static Pressure Change in a 60% Thick Inner Bubble of Vorticity with
r = 0.5 U = 1
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Conclusions
An incompressible, isentropic, 'mainly inviscid," and two-dimensional model of a
Kirmin street made up of two infinite rows of contra-rotating vortices with a finite
core of distributed vorticity was successfully developed and applied to the physical
understanding of the total temperature separation phenomenon in wakes typified by
strong spanwise vortices. This model is also useful in observing where radial equilibrium
breaks down in such a kind of unsteady flow. Furthermore, it has an important spin-
off, namely the creation of a general analytic model for embedded regions of vorticity,
which may be extremely eccentric ellipses or just plain circles - both such cases happen
in nature - and which agrees with physical expectations.
Having finite cores greatly clarifies pictures of total enthalpy variation, total enthalpy
contour lines can be seen flowing from the freestream into the bubble and back out, or
conversely wrapping around regions of hot flow on the freestream side of each vortex and
around cold regions in the central portion of the wake; however, these considerations
are temporal. If one were to average these temporal energy separation contours over
the period of the vortex street a cold wake with a warm, but not hot, boundary with a
"neutral" freestream flow would be correctly observed. Even quantitatively this model
agrees with an expected experimental and analytical value of about 4% variation in
total enthalpy in the wake from the constant freestream value. It was observed that,
due to the symmetry and the fact that the vortex street was assumed to be infinite,
bubbles of vorticity turned out to be almost circular, i.e., the ratio of the maximum
thickness to length varied from 79% to 91% for the cases tried. This is good because
it results in radial equilibrium being satisfied in most of the inner bubble of vorticity;
thus, allowing for the use of simplified equations and theory in this portion of the flow.
As the ellipticity of a bubble increases radial equilibrium starts breaking down closer
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and closer to the center, where solid body rotation occurs. The variation in vorticity
and total temperature in the vortex cores was not pronounced mainly because of the fat
shape of these bubbles, since both quantities are functions of the eccentricity, but also
because of the strong bounding vortex sheet. The bounding vortex sheet, which was
assumed to be one only in an average sense, is a crucial part of the model, maily because
in order to meet its requirements it results in fairly weak - in terms of circulation - inner
bubbles of vorticity.
The main parameters controlling the magnitude of total energy separation are the
non-dimensional circulation and the effective velocity of a vortex; in fact, since the ef-
fective velocity is itself a function of circulation it can be shown that the real part of
the product of this two parameters, which is the one that counts for this particular
phenomenon, tends to peak at a certain value of circulation, VF for a classical von
Karman vortex street. Independently from this, the magnitude of total temperature
variation with respect to the freestream values will increse as a normal freestream ve-
locity component is added on, because adding this component increases the magnitude
of the effective or vortex velocity. These considerations are very important in many
engineering cases, such as in an engine compressor where there are many wakes with
strong spanwise vortices being shed by rotor blades and, thus, moving vertically away
from the origin of the laboratory frame of reference.
Although, the present model is physically insightful, in real life it can be applied
only to the central portion of a wake, because such a vortex street will have a finite
length and the total temperature separation distribution at the start and end of the
wake will differ from the one in the middle. Hence, a first extension of this basic and
general model would be to chop the infinite vortex street so as to be more applicable
to engineering problems. This will introduce a host of new factors affecting the phe-
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nomenon in question. Such as further unsteady effects due to boundary layer separation
points oscillating along the trailing edge of a compressor blade, say, generating vorticity
being fed into the wake - this means that the new model would have to include theory
accounting for at least one vortex core still being attached to the object generating
such a vortex street - or upstream and downstream disturbances introduced by new
boundary conditions. Furthermore, this will result in the flow in the vortex cores not
being symmetric, thus, demanding for the interaction of the actual vortex cores with
one another, on an individual basis, to be accounted for. Since the vortex cores will be
displaced with repect to one another the theory would have to be modified in order to
include this relative unsteadiness" in the moving frame of reference, which results in
perfectly steady flow under the present model.
Since the flow in many relevant cases is transonic compressible effects will have to
be accounted for, a start for the theoretical basis could be as the one given in Appendix
E, not to mention cases with vortices with a high core throughflow, which could be
modelled by adding a sink on top of the point vortex for the outer flow model, and
other three dimensional effects. The introduction of some viscous core model might be
expedient in order to model the effect of viscous dissipation on the total temperature
separation in this type of vortex street.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Classical von Krirmn Vortex Street Calculations
From Chapter 1 and Ref. [3] the governing equations for a point vortex Karman
street, see Figure 1, are the following (the only difference being that the free-stream
velocity, Uo, is complex):
i, ~ (v sin - u't + i) 
sin- z - ut * b' k+it' (A.1)
is the complex potential, where u, = - k tanh bkir is the velocity at which point
vortices are convected. The equations in this appendix are not valid at or near a
singular point. From stability considerations, based on displacing the vortices by a
small undulatory motion (Ref. [3]), the ratio i is:
bk cosh-1 vi(- 0.28055) (A.2)
the period of this flow is given by
ak ak
= Re{Uv} Re{U= }- tanh (A.3)
In order to obtain an expression for particle pathlines and streaklines the complex
velocity, A, must be obtained, so from (A.1)
d=Uoo i cot t ut + --cot z ut- (A.4)dZ 2Gag a kc 2 2/ 2 (-. ak /
However, the velocity, q = , is equal to the complex conjugate of dw; hence,
=dz = U _ ) i bk bk aq= T[=Uoo+ 1 cot i-- , -- cot- -ut +(dt 2 ak I ak 2 2 ak 2 A5
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Numerical integration of (A.5) results in a particle pathline and, of course, in a
streakline (see Appendix B for a brief description of numerical methods used). A streak-
line is obtained by releasing various particles from point zo at times t > 0 and calculating
their orbits upto time t,tk.
Hence, in order to obtain the total enthalpy variation in the Kirman vortex street the
Bernoulli equation for unsteady, incompressible, irrotational flow without body forces
and with steady boundary conditions at infinity will be applied. The general form of
the Bernoulli equation, Ref. [7], for irrotational flow with no body force is
o+ 1 q + dP= F(t) (A.6)at + q 7
However, at infinity we have steady flow with a uniform stream, i.e., Uoo, Po,, Pto,
and 0bo are constant with respect to time, therefore
F(t) = IU2 + - = constant
2 J P
and Bernoulli's compressible unsteady equation becomes
If dP+1 q2 2 )+ = O
that is for incompressible flow t + (q2 - Ut,) + (p _ Poo) - O.
Since, the total pressure is defined as Pt = P+ q2, then the total pressure variation
in the laboratory frame of reference is given by
(Pt .) at (A.7)P at
In order to calculate the variation in total enthalpy, the first step is to consider the
isentropic flow case. H = h+ 1q2 is the total enthalpy; hence VH = Vh+ 1Vq2 and from2Y· U )elC~CLY ILCI; 2Y OU~"
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thermodynamics we have VP = Vh - TVS. But assuming isentropic, incompressible
flow results in
VH= -VPt (A.8)
P
Therefore, because of steady conditions at infinity, the following expression for the
variation in total enthalpy and pressure in the laboratory frame with respect to the
freestream values is, by using (A.7) and (A.8),
AHL = HL-H =p (PtL-Pt) =- (A.9)
In order to obtain the unsteady potential term the complex potential (A.1) has to be
differentiated with respect to time, i.e.,
dw ao ao= irpvu, co ala .bk - cot .( ] .
at =at a+ t 2a ak 2 2 ak 2/)
Hence, the unsteady potential term needed is given by
= Re 2 [ot-r (akz - cot- (z-ut-ibkl (A.10)at 2Gk ak 2 2 2j a zJak 2j
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Appendix B: Brief Description of Numerical Methods Employed
Particle pathlines were obtained by integrating d with respect to time using multi-
step methods,see Ref. [8], which are the most efficient in solving ordinary differential
equations. The fourth order Adams-Bashforth was used in order to perform this integra-
tion. A streakline was then just obtained by performing many particle orbit calculations
up to the specified streak time.
On the other hand the Romberg integration method, see Ref.[10], was used in order
to compute two different elliptical integrals, namely Ir and I,, efficiency considerations
were instrumental in choosing it.
Finally, the Poisson equation governing the flow inside a bubble of vorticity was
solved for the stream function values by a nice and easy method to program,i.e, point
successive over-relaxation .
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Appendix C: Derivation of Equations Governing the Flow Inside a Vortex
Core
, = 
SMAX& ZMAX, YMAX) eage, &
a
Sketch of a Streamline Well Within" a Vortex Core, or Bubble of Vorticity
The streamlines inside the vortex core are assumed to be elliptic and the sub-major
and sub-minor axes, a and b, define the streamline bounding the inner flow. This
streamline defines the boundary between the inner flow and the vortex sheet, it is
denoted by iMAX. Note that in general 4 = - it, where ic is the streamfunction
value at the center of the bubble.
Hence, we have some general notation for the bubble of vorticity:
- z, = R(6) cos e
y - y, = R(O) sin 8
T'MAX = tE - ,C
The bubble is defined by
(ZMAX - ) 2 + (YMAx - )2 = 1
a 2 b 2
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(C.1)
I C
However, the streamlines inside the bubble and the one bounding the bubble, namely
MWAX), are defined by
;=A ( -x) 2 +B(y- y) 2 or - ,)+ (y2-  )2 1A, 1
Therefore at ri = 0, i.e., MAX, we have:
(ZMAX - )2
(A
(YMAX - Y)2 =1
but also
(ZMAX - ZC)2 (YMAX - Y)2 = 1
a2 + b2
So that the coefficients for (C.2) are obtained
A = Ax and B = bA
ar
2 b2
(C.3)
(C.4)
therefore the streamlines from i = 0 to MAX are given by
( - Z2 + (Y _ =1)2
a2 b2 - MAX
and consequently by taking the Laplacian of j& we have
=V2 & 2bMAXa2+ b2} (C.5)
However, from section 3.1 it is known that in this region of distributed vorticity Vb
is related, at least approximately, by the Poisson equation to the vorticity F(-), i.e.,
V2- -F([) (C.6)
So as a first assumption the vorticity is constant and equal to the solid body rotation
term, wo:
F() wo = -2M AX{+b2 (C.7)
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(C.2)
But by applying the cyclic constraint, as explained in 3.1, the following expression
for the vorticity is obtained
(~F'(l ( _ rF"() (C.8)
By substituting (C.7) for F(-) into (C0.8) and then integrating a new better" expres-
sion for the vorticity will be obtained, and it will not be constant. Firstly, expressions
for the circulation r, and drift time, r, must be derived.
In order to derive an expression for equations for and ;d must be obtained.
From Cauchy-Riemann's equations we know that the velocity is given by
q = u + J t- 
ay ax
hence from (C.4) we have
~q = 2MAX { b2 2 4 3 (C.9)
and, therefore, the square of the velocity is
2 = 4--2AX (x - ) (C.10)
-
4
~PMAX a4
on a given streamline, f = constant, dl = R(O)dO and 0 = tan - ).
Equation (C.4) in polar coordinates becomes, by substituting (C.1)
i = R '()~MA ( cost + b2 sin ') (C.11)
hence
R2(e) - 1AMAX 2(C.12)
and applying the same substitution to q2 in (C.10) we obtain
2 =-2 (R2 cos2 o R2 sin2 q = 4 MAX a4 + b4
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which, by substituting R2 from (C.12) becomes
A'=Ptcoo 2 | + | 2IMAX- -1 + ( -1) sin2 C s 2
r+ sin2 a2 n 1 + (- 1) sin 8 J
Therefore, R(O) and q(8) on a streamline, = const., are given by
R(8) =
(C.13)
(C.14)
2 [1 + (- 1)sinz 8]q(98) = :F- P (~ sin2 6] (C.15)
a [MAX 1 + (2 - 1) sin2 e]
depending on the sign of the circulation, ±r. Since r is positive when in the counter-
clockwise direction, by the right-hand rule, while q(O) is negative in this direction be-
cause of its definition with respect to Cartesian coordinates.
Since r = d = Ra0 and r = qdt = 5 qRdO are the drift time and the circulation
from Section 3.1, the expressions for a = and = qR have to be found.
Hence from (C.14) and (C.15) we have:
drd _
dO
1 + ( - 1) sin2 M  -1) sin2 'MAX
1+ (-1) sin 0
However, the + sign has to be dropped from both expressions above because r and
r have the opposite sign of ;&, as it can be seen after integration of and d or through
a simple example.
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and
dr 2
TO F a\
If solid body rotation is assumed, then rb = worab = - 2 MAX { + } Rab from
(C.7). Obviously a negative drift time, just means that the particle is drifting at time
Irl in the counterclockwise sense.
Therefore, we now have
d-a2 =-(C.16)
dO 2 1 + - 1)sin2 
- = -2C~--------- (C.17)d =2 + 1+ ( 1)sin2 (C.17)
Hence, in order to obtain r and r two integrals have to be evaluated, they were
evaluated numerically (see Appendix 2), namely
/r -- =de(C.18)
Ir ( + ( ( 1) sin .1)
Consequently the circulation and drift time are
-r = -2 r() and r = 2 I (C.20) A
rb = 2Mxir () (C.22)
See Chapter 3 for plots of Ir, I, and E versus hb = a.
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Now that an expression for r has been obtained it is possible to obtain a better
expression for the vorticity distribution in the bubble of vorticity.
From (C.8) we have F(-) F'(-k) r F"(-) which is valid in the vortex core but not
in the bounding vortex sheet or outside, where we have potential flow.
Let's substitute wo = - (1 + a) for F(t and r = 4f MSE (a ), hence
21bMAX a2\ 4 a
a2 1 + F'() k-b 2 -) IPMAXE () F "()
results in
,(- 2 E () {1 + b2
which is the new version of (C.8) with the following boundary conditions
F(~ =) = a at te centr } ofthe IF(i = 0) = w at the center Of the b
F( = MAX) = FEDoB at the edge
Therefore the expression for the vorticity well within the vortex
integrating (C.23) and applying the boundary conditions above.
i(F\ P ) 2E X1F(-) = WO + (FODGE WO) ) where p = 1 2E ()F(~--') ulo+(Fmoom u~0) ~xE (a
ibble.
(C.23)
(C.24)
core is obtained by
(C.25)
See Chapter 3 for plots of p versus = hb and for tabulated values.
A final expression for F(-) has to be derived by obtaining an equation for FEDGE,
the vorticity at the boundary between the bubble of vorticity and the bounding vortex
sheet.
From (C.7) and (C.22) we know that wo = - ,iMAx (I + and rb = -2,MAXIr ()
so that
rb
0IraI ( + b2 (C.26)
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a2
1 T
is a new expression for the solid body rotation.
However, the bubble circulation can also be expressed as
rb =< F(7) > xr ab (C.27)
where < F(j) > is the average value of the vorticity over the whole area.
This average value can be obtained by taking the average of equation (C.25); there-
fore,
< F() >= W + (FEDa - o) < I;A (C.28)
Combining equations (C.27) and (C.28) and solving for the vorticity at the boundary
between the inner flow and the bounding vortex sheet gives
FzDa = o (1 <v> ) b ) (C.29)<i"> rab <i">
Substitution of wo, equation (C.26), and FEDGE into equation (C.25) results in the
final expression for the vorticity F(-) in the vortex core, away from the bounding vortex
sheet.
( Ir = + ( + < ( b + = +ab - °)
(C.30)
where < P > is calculated as the RMS value of VP over the whole area, using values
of j as obtained from the previous iteration.
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Appendix D: The Total Temperature Separation in the Vortex Core
1. Steady Frame
In the vortex core, from ref. [5], we have in the steady frame of reference
dH(,) -
dt~b
where H is the total enthalpy
, is the stream function
f is the vorticity
and from Appendix C, away from the bounding vortex sheet at high Reynolds number,
we have, from equation (C.25),
(g) F() = wo + (Fd,Do - Wo) (, x)
Hence in the steady frame of reference we have
(D.1)d~ -F(-r)
where from equation (C.30) in Appendix C
rbF(4) =
Ira2 [1+ (;) +<><; > Ir ar b
note: = - t, and IbMAX = E - , where
-( + ()2))] (D.2)
c stands for bubble center
E stands for bubble edge
Let's integrate (D.1) using (D.2) to obtain H(O):
A dH(O) - rb 1+( < 7 > (- (1 + (b))]d
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so0
rb + a 2 _ _ (Ir a \2H(t/)- \H(b) -I r + ( + 1) P< +> ))
(D.3)
Therefore at the edge of the bubble from (D.3) we have
rb (\ _________a2Ir(a a2
H(kE)-H(t) Y-Ia2MAX (( ) + 1) < (b)))}
(D.4)
But what we really want is to compare the total enthalpy inside the bubble with the
value at the edge of the bubble, i.e., H(O4) - H(bE) is necessary; thus subtracting (D.4)
from (D.3) gives
H(O/)-H(OE)--Ira2 (5-'- -- [+ + 7! -+.fAX [Ira + (
(D.5)
since 4' - PMAX = ( - c) - ( - c)
Hence in the moving frame of reference we have
rb 1 + a2 +1 -+1 r a a2I. AH = H-H E =- ( - E) 1 + p+)<P> [r b- 1MAX Ir a2 (P+ 1)< > 2 b 
with H,m = H(t,) assuming H,,oo = H(,kE) refer to vortex sheet model in Chapter 4.
2. Lab Frame
Vortices are moving at =- (Uooz- tanh , Uoo') where k 1 cosh-l V~
from von Kirman's stability considerations, Ref. [31.
Let's relate the velocity components in the steady frame of reference with the ones
in the moving frame of reference:
U = Re {}  UL- Re L)= L -Uo - tanh r) (D.6)
Vm = VL - I {} = VL - U
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Note: Subscript m denotes steady or moving frame of reference, while L denotes lab
frame of reference.
Now let's relate the total enthalpy in these two frames remembering that the static
temperature, and hence the static enthalpy, is the same in both coordinate frames:
Hr= h + 1(u4 + vI) J VI.
Proceeding to replace the velocity components in the lab frame of reference by substi-
tuting from (D.6) UL = u,, + Re {u}, and VL = v,, + I {u}, we have
HL - {[U + U - tanh ] + [v + U ] = + m2ak ]~ak 2 J
Hence by cancelling out u2 and v on the left-hand side and the right-hand side we
have
HL- 2. Uoo. - tanh r + Uo - tanh e)r + 2nUooy + U = Hm2e. , 2a,, a L 2a a +t
i.e.,
HL = H+U. (U, -2PU tanh r +vUoov+ 2a ak OOY 2
tanh bkr 2
-tanh k + U J
IUg 12
(D.8)
Since we are interested in the total temperature separation, an expression for
A HL = HL - HLoo in the core should be obtained. Hence, at infinity from (D.8)
HL. = Hm.+Um U. - 2 tanh -- +v Uo + Uooz tanh - + U2
ak /2 2ak ak /
but u,, = If tanh r and vmn = 0. Therefore
HL = H,.+ tanho --Uo tanh i tanh -- +
lug 12
(D.9)
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Subtracting (D.9) from (D.8) we have
II. AHL = HL-HLoo = AHm+(Hm - HmO)+( um-rpu 2k tanh bk7r+mUoo v2a a /,2 ak
So equations I and II give the total enthalpy variation in the vortex cores. Expressions
for u, and vm are needed.
3. Velocity Components in the Steady Frame
From equation (C.4) in Appendix C we have:
= MAX (a2 )2 (y 2 where b = - fk; OMAX = 1EDGE - 1OCENTER
a and b are sub - major and minor axes
(zc, YC) are coordinates of bubble center
Using Cauchy-Riemann's equations we have u, = and vm = -, i.e.,ay a2,
III.
Um = (Y -Y)
Vmn = -'20 ( - )
4. A Simplification of the Expression for the Variation of Total Enthalpy
in Steady Frame
Substitute p - 0 and -4 1 into equation I, noting that this is valid away from
<1O >
the bubble center, so that
AHm + + (- Mx) a 1
but *b - VMAX = ( - O,) - (E - 01) = -(O - ).
Hence, AHm (1.E - ) FL away from the center of the bubble.rab
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Now, consider the center of the bubble, substitute p 0, c = 0, A = 0 and
<-1 = 1 elsewhere into equation I:
<,O >
Ira2 {-tMAX 1+
(a )]
- MAX Ir bir b (+ () )]}
Therefore,
IV.
gives a value of the right order for > 0.027 in the bubble, but it is not exact.
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AHmjI - rb bMAX
rab
AH . f(,B -0)rb
irab
Appendix E: Compressible Cyclic Constraint Considerations
From the dissipative, compressible Helmholtz vorticity equation
qa(f/p) = V2f wheref=f(tp,f) and V2f -aaf q2pap fp) +p2q2a2f
at all a a2
in the bubble of vorticity, because outside of the thin bounding vortex sheet the vorticity
dependence on I is very weak. Therefore
a(f /P) - a- a P a 2 1 af q]at qj + 
but
a af\ 8 2!f ap af
ai, (P a, = P 2 + a ~ al
so that
af fa f  af
at(f/p) 9 [nj (P,) ( 4Pa)J
Setting m = p, to simplify the notation, gives
a(/p) _ am fml
se = > gq q
However, from ref.[2], if the flow is embedded with cyclic properties then f de = 0
where g = ((,b,) in this case.
Consequently
a(/pdt = 0
is the two-dimensional compressible cyclic constraint for constant v, from which we
now have a slightly simplified expression relating vorticity and density with the velocity
and natural coordinates in a compressible bubble.
Hence
fPa (pa af )qde- af di 0 or f paqd-ffmdt
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Appendix F: Program Description and Listing
PROGRAM KARSTREAK
C
C IN THIS PROGRAM TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION CALCULATIONS
C FOR THE CLASSICAL von Karman Vortex Street (WITH FREESTREAM
C VELOCITY AT AN ANGLE TO THE VORTEX STREET) ARE MADE BASED
C ON BERNOULLI'S EQUATION FOR UNSTEADY, 2-D, INCOMPRESSI-
C BLE,INVISCID, AND IRROTATIONAL FLUID FLOW. THIS RESULTS IN CONTOUR,
C PARTICLE PATHLINES AND STREAKLINES. THE SAME CALCULATIONS
C ARE PERFORMED INTERACTIVELY FOR A KARMAN STREET MADE UP OF FINITE
C VORTEX CORES - EACH MODELLED AS A REGION OF DISTRIBUTED VORTICITY
C BOUND BY A VORTEX SHEET - BUT SOME CARE IS REQUIRED. THE BASIC
C PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IS TO ADD A SOURCE/SINK PAIR TO EACH POINT
C VORTEX IN ORDER TO GET THE SHAPE OF THE OUTER BOUNDING STREAMLINE.
C THIS HAS TO BE CHOSEN INTERACTIVELY BY FIRST LOOKING AT THE STREAM
C FUNCTION FIELD FOR THE WHOLE FLOW AS GIVEN BY THIS OUTER FLOW MODEL,
C SO THAT ONE CAN SEE WHERE THE OUTER FLOW MODEL IS NOT VALID (NEAR
C AND AT THE POINTS OF SINGULARITY) AND AN APPROPRIATE OUTER STREAMLINE
C CAN BE CHOSEN. NOTE SHOULD ALSO BE TAKEN OF THE DIFFERENCE IN STREAM-
C FUNCTION VALUE BETWEEN BUBBLES ROTATING IN OPPOSITE SENSES, IF
C THE FREESTREAM VELOCITY HAS ONLY A HORIZONTAL FREESTREAM COMPONENT
C THEN THE STREAMFUNCTION VALUE OF ONE WILL JUST BE THE NEGATIVE
C OF THE OTHER ONE'S - THIS IS NOT THE CASE IF THERE IS A VERTICAL
C FREESTREAM VELOCITY COMPONENT AS WELL. ONE MUST ALSO CHOOSE AN
C INNER ELLIPTIC BOUNDING STREAMLINE. ONCE THIS IS DONE THE CIRCULATION
C OF THE INNER BUBBLE OF VORTICITY MUST BE CHOSEN SO THAT THERE BE
C NO JUMP IN NORMAL VELOCITY COMPONENT ACROSS THE VORTEX SHEET, AT
C LEAST IN AN INTEGRAL SENSE, AND THE POINT VORTEX CIRCULATION EQUAL
C THE SUM OF THE CIRCULATION DUE TO THE BUBBLE AND TO THE BOUNDING
C VORTEX SHEET. HAVING DONE THIS, ALL SORTS OF PLOTS CAN BE OBTAINED
C FOR THE WHOLE FLOW.
C
C
PARAMETER(NPTS=21)
PARAMETER(NJ=NPTS-1,NAS-NPTS*NPTS)
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION P,T,V,X,Y
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DT,TIME(5),CPV,S,GPV
COMPLEX*16 CONSTZ(2001),ZP(S,2001),ZE,ZZ(2001),UINF,UVFAB(2001)
REAL AR(NPTS,NPTS),DHC(NPTS,NPTS),DHCNT(NPTS,NPTS),SICO(NPTS,NPTS)
REAL XOC,YOC,XOCNT,YOCNT,AC,BC,DH(2001),DPC(NPTS,NPTS),STPC(2001)
REAL GBVS,DQP,GSUM,GB,DIFSIE,GBABS
INTEGER IP(5),JMIN(2:NJ),JMAX(2:NJ)
DATA AR/NAS*1.0/
C
C note: array Z contains the streakline points (NT+I)
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C array ZZ contains the points (NT+I-N) of each
C new pathline, where N-1 to NT. There are NT+1
C particles passing through the point ZO at a
C time tO<-tstreak. ZP contains the orbit of a
C select number of particles.
C
CHARACTER *80 PLTITL
PI-4.ODO*DATAN(1.ODO)
PRINT*,' INPUT THE FOLLOWING NON-DI PARAMETERS:'
PRINT*,' GPV POINT VORTEX CIRCULATION STRENGTH'
PRINT*,' VINFY FREESTREAM VERTICAL VELOCITY'
PRINT*,' XO COORDINATES FOR THE "DYE" PARTICLE
PRINT*,' YO INJECTION POINT'
READ*,GPV,VINFY,XO,YO
C
C THE FREESTREAM HORIZONTAL VELOCITY, VINFX, AND THE DISTANCE
C BETWEEN 2 VORTICES IN A ROW, A, ARE SET EQUAL TO 1 ( NOTE: GPV
C ABOVE IS REALLY GPV/(A*VINFX) AND VINFY IS REALLY VINFY/VINFX)
C FURTHERMORE THE TIME IS NON-DIMENSIONALIZED WITH THE KARMAN
C STREET PERIOD, I.E. t'-t/Tau AND FOR NON-DI SPACE : z'=z/A
C
VINFX-1.0
A-i.0
C
C SO THE FREESTREAM VELOCITY IS:
C
UINF-DCMPLX(VINFX,VINFY)
C
C b, THE SPACE BETWEEN THE TWO ROWS, IS OBTAINED BY APPLYING
C THE von Karman STABILITY CONSTRAINT, i.e.
C b/a-acosh(2**0.6)/pi-ln etc. (see data tables)
C
B-A*DLOG(1.ODO+DSQRT(2.ODO))/PI
PRINT*,' b',B,' for a',A
C
C LET'S CALCULATE THE VELOCITY AT WHICH EACH POINT VORTEX
C MOVES, Uv, AND A CONSTANT THAT APPEARS IN SOME OF THE
C EXPRESSIONS note: the vertical component of Uv is
C equal to the vertical component of Uinf
C
UV-UINF-O. 5DO*GPV*DTANH(PI*B/A)/A
VVX-DREAL (UV)
PRINT*,' Uinf-',UINF
PRINT*,' Uv',.UV
CONST-DCMPLX(O.ODO,GPV*0.DO/A)
PRINT*,' const=',CONST
C
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C CALCULATE THE PERIOD Tau-a/Vvx AFTER WHICH THE POINT
C VORTEX STREET PATTERN IS REPEATED IN X DIRECTION
C
C BUT NON-DI TAU Tau'-VvxTau/A-1/real(Uv') by definition
TAU-A/(WX*VINFX)
PRINT*,' Tau'-',TAU
PRINT*,' NOW INPUT THE INITIAL TIME, TO,FOR THE 1st PARTICLE'
PRINT*,' AND THE STREAK (or photograph) TIME,TSTK, AS A
PRINT*,' FRACTION OF TAU, I.E. TO/TAU>or-O & TSTK/TAU>O'
READ*.TO,TSTK
TOmTO*DABS(TAU)
TSTK-TSTK*DABS(TAU)
66 PRINT*,'INPUT NUMBER OF TIMESTEPS, NT, SUCH THAT DT<<TSTK-TO'
PRINT*,'ALSO INPUT NUMBER OF PARTICLE ORBITS, NP, TO BE'
PRINT*,'PLOTTED ALONG WITH THE STREAKLINE'
READ*,NTNP
DT-(TSTK-TO)/NT
IF(DT.GE.DABS(TAU))GOTO 666
NNP-1
NN-1
PRINT*.' INPUT: 1 for 4th order Runge-Kutta'
PRINT*,' 2 for 2nd order Adams-Bashforth'
PRINT*,' 3 for 3rd order Adams-Bashforth'
PRINT*,' 4 for 4th order Adams-Bashforth'
READ*,JE
PRINT*,' INPUT: 1 for point vortex Karman street'
PRINT*,' 2 for source/sink pair for each'
PRINT*,' point vortex so as to have "bubbles'
PRINT*,' of vorticity" vortex street'
READ*.KAR
IF(KAR.EQ.2)THEN
PRINT*,' INPUT THE DISTANCE, CPV,OF THE SOURCE/SINK FROM THE'
PRINT*,' POINT VORTEX AND-THE SOURCE/SINK STRENGTH, S'
READ*,CPV,S
ELSE
CPV-O.ODO
S-O.ODO
ENDIF
PRINT*.'FIRSTLY. DO YOU WANT DH SI CONTOUR PLOTS AT STREAK TIME?'
PRINT*,' INPUT 1 FOR YES'
READ*,JECP
IF(JECP.EQ.1)THEN
CALL KARMAN(KAR.CPV.S,PITSTK,GPV,VINFX,VINFY,UINF,A,B.UVWX,
+ TAU)
ENDIF
PRINT*,' DO YOU WANT TO SLAP THE CORE ON? INPUT FOR YES'
READ*,JCORE
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IF(JCORE.EQ.1)THEN
705 CALL CORE(UV,UINF,VVX,VINFY,GPV,A,B,DHC,DHCNTSICO,DPC,JMIN,
+ JMAX,AR,XOC,YOC,XOCNT,YOCNT,AC,BC,SIC,SIE,GB,DIFSIE)
C
C CHECK BOUNDING VORTEX SHEET FOR CONSISTENCY
C
CALL BVS(AC,CSIC.SIE,KAR,CPV.S,PI,UV,VVX,VINFY,TSTK,CONST,UINF,
+ XOCNT,YOCNT,GBVS,DQP)
GSUM=GBVS+ABS(GB)
GBABS-ABS(GB)
PRINT*,'POINT VORTEX CIRCULATION IS',GPV
PRINT*,'INNER BUBBLE OF VORTICITY CIRCULATION IS',GBABS
PRINT*,'DQP-',DQP,'; GBVS-',GBVS
PRINT*,'GSUM-GBVS+GB-',GSUM
PRINT*,' INPUT 1 IF WANT TO TRY A CORE OF DIFFERENT SIZE!'
READ*,GALLEY
IF(GALLEY.EQ.1)GOTO 705
CALL FULFLO(KAR,CPV,S,PI,TSTK,GPV,VINFX,VINFY,UINF,A,B,UVWX,
+ DIFSIE,TAU,DHC,DHCNT,SICO,DPC,JMIN,JMAX,AR,XOC,YOC,XOCNT,YOCNT,
+ AC,BC)
ENDIF
DO 3333 N-1,NT+1
M=N
C
C CALCULATE THE PARTICLES POSITIONS ON THE STREAKLINE
C
IF(N.EQ.NT+I)THEN
Z(1)-DCMPLX(XO,YO)
C
C DEPENDING ON THE ORDER OF THE METHOD THE ORBITS OF PARTICLES
C NT,NT-1,& NT-2 WILL BE CALCULATED BY 4th ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA
C TO AVOID SMALLER DT'S!I
C
ELSEIF(JE.EQ.2.AND.M.EQ.NT)THEN
CALL RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,B,CONST,TAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
ELSEIF((JE.EQ.3).AND.(M.EQ.NT.OR.M.EQ.NT-1))THEN
CALL RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,B,CONST,TAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
ELSEIF((JE.EQ.4).AND.(M.EQ.NT.OR.M.EQ . NT-2))THEN
CALL RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,VVX.VINFY,BCONSTTAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
ELSE
IF(JE.EQ.1)THEN
CALL RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,B,CONST,TAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
PLTITL-' X Y 4th ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD'
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ELSEIF(JE.EQ.2)THEN
CALL AB40(2,PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,WVVX,VINFY,B,CONST,TAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,ZZ)
PLTITL-' X Y 2nd ORDER ADAMS-BASHFORTH METHOD'
ELSEIF(JE.EQ.3)THEN
CALL AB40(3,PI,XO,YO.DT.TO,TSTK,NT.AUV,WX,VINFY.B,CONST,TAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,ZZ)
PLTITL' X Y 3rd ORDER ADAMS-BASHFORTH METHOD'
ELSEIF(JE.EQ.4)THEN
CALL AB40(4,PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,W X,VINFY,B,CONST,TAU,
+ UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,ZZ)
PLTITL-' X Y 4th ORDER ADAMS-BASHFORTH METHOD'
ENDIF
ENDIF
Z(NT+2-N)-ZE
IF(N.EQ.NN.AND.NNP.LE.NP)THEN
DO 4444 J-1,NF+I
ZP(NNP,J)-ZZ(J)
4444 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE NUMBER OF POINTS FOR EACH ORBIT
C
IP(NNP)=NF+1
TIME(NNP)-TO/TAU
NN-NN+NT/NP
NNP-NNP+I
ENDIF
TO-TO+DT
3333 CONTINUE
CALL GRAF(PLTITL,NT,NP,Z,ZP,IP)
PRINT*,' DO YOU WANT STREAKLINE PLOTTED SEPARATELY?'
PRINT*,' INPUT 1 FOR YES'
READ*.JESTK
IF(JESTK.EQ.1)THEN
CALL GRSTK(NT,Z)
ENDIF
C
C NOW CALCULATE THE TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION ALONG
C THE STREAKLINE BY APPLYING BERNOULLI'S EQUATION FOR
C UNSTEADY FLOW TO GET (assuming isentropic flow):
C
C H-Hini-(Pt-Ptinf)/Rho--partial(dO/dt)
C
C where
C partial(dO/dt)RE{iO.SGpvUv/a[cot(pi/a)(z-a/2-Uv*t+ib/2)
C -cot(pi/a)(z-Uv*t-ib/2)]}+similar terms due to source/sink
C pairs if chosen!
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C for t-Tstk
C
C Also calculate (P-Pinf)/Rho along this streakline
C
DO 1000 N-1,NT+1
CALL DHFUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,Z(N),A,UV,WX,VINFY,TSTK,B,CONST,UINF,DH(N),
+ STPC(N))
1000 CONTINUE
C
C GET GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR DH vs. SPACE AT TIME-TSTREAK
C
PLTITL=' X DH
CALL GPAFDH(PLTITL,Z,NT,DH)
C
DH vs. X ALONG STREAKLINE'
C GET GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR (P-Pinf)/Rho vs. SPACE AT TIME=TSTREAK
C
PLTITL=' X DP (P-Pinf)/Rho vs. X ALONG STREAKLINE'
CALL GPAFDH(PLTITL,Z.NT,STPC)
PRINT*,' THE FOLLOWING IS SOME DATA ON THE PLOTTED PATHLINES'
PRINT*,' N # of Pts. tO/Tau'
DO 1015 N=1,NP
PRINT*,N,IP(N),TIME(N)
1015 CONTINUE
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,AUV,VVX,VINFY,B,CONST,
+ TAU,UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
C
C HERE I INTEGRATE BY FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA THE FOLLOWING
C EXPRESSION FOR THE PARTICLE PATHLINE:
C
C
C dz/dt-Uinf+i(Gpv*O.5/a){cot[(PI/a)(x-iy-a/2-Uv*t-ib/2)]
C -cot (PI/a)(x-iy-Uv*tib/2)] }
C +similar terms due to source/sink pairs if chosen to have them!
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION P,T,V,G,X,Y
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DT,DTR,STEP,CPV,S
COMPLEX*16 CONST,ZZ(2001),ARK,ZRK,BRK,CRK,DRKFZE,UINF,UV
COMPLEX*16 FAB(2001)
ZZ(1)-DCMPLX(XO,YO)
TTO
DTR-DT
STEP-(TSTK-TO)/DTR
NF=IDNINT(STEP)
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IF(NT.EQ.2)THEN
NF-2
ELSEIF(NT.EQ.3)THEN
NF-3
ENDIF
IF(NF.LT. 1)NF-I
DO 600 N-1,NF
CALL FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZZ(N),A,UV,WX,VINFY.T,B,CONST.UINF,F)
FAB(N)-F
ARK-DTR*F
ZRKZZ(N)+0.5DO*ARK
TRK=T+O. SDO*DTR
CALL FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZRK,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,TRK,BCONST,UINFF)
BRKDTR*F
ZRKZZ(N)+0.6DO*BRK
CALL FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZRK,A,UV.VVX,VINFY,TRKB,CONST,UINFF)
CRK-DTR*F
ZRK-ZZ(N)+CRK
TRK-T+DTR
CALL FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZRK,A,UV,WX,VINFY,TRK,B.CONST,UINF,F)
DRK-DTR*F
ZZ(N+ 1)-ZZ(N)+(ARK+2.ODO*BRK+2.ODO*CRK+DRK)/6. ODO
T-T+DTR
600 CONTINUE
ZE-ZZ(NF+I)
END
SUBROUTINE AB40(L,PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,NT,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,B,
+ CONST,TAU,UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,ZZ)
C
C HERE I INTEGRATE BY FOURTH ORDER ADAMS-BASHFORTH (first 4
C values obtained by Runge-Kutta method) THE FOLLOWING
C EXPRESSION FOR THE PARTICLE PATHLINE:
C
C
C dz/dt-Uinf+i(Gpv*O.5/a)cot (PI/a) (x-iy-a/2-Uv*t-ib/2)]
C -cot[(PI/a)(x-iy-Uv*t+ib/2)]}
C +similar terms due to source/sink pairs if chosen to have them!
C
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION P,T,V,G,X,Y
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,DT,DTAB,STEP,CPV,S
COMPLEX*16 CONST,ZZ(2001),ZE,UINF,UV,FAB(2001)
DTAB-DT
IF(L.EQ.2)THEN
ZZ(1)-DCMPLX(XO,YO)
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CALL FUNC(KAR,.CPV,S,PI.ZZ(1),A,UV,VVX,VINFY,TB,CONST,UINF,FAB(1))
T-TO+DTAB
ELSEIF(L.EQ.3)THEN
CALL RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,2,A,UV,WVVX,VINFY,B,CONST,
+ TAU,UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
T-TO+2.ODO*DTAB
ELSEIF(L.EQ.4)THEN
CALL RUNGE(PI,XO,YO,DT,TO,TSTK,3,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,B,CONST,
+ TAU,UINF,KAR,CPV,S,ZE,NF,FAB,ZZ)
T-TO+3.ODO*DTAB
ENDIF
STEP- (TSTK-TO)/DTAB
NF-IDNINT(STEP)
C
C CALCULATE THE ORBITS OF ALL THE OTHER PARTICLES (EXCEPT NT+1 WHO
C AT TSTK IS AT Z(l)-ZO) BY THE CHOSEN METHOD
C
DO 600 NL,NF
CALL FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZZ(N),A,UVWX,VINFY,T,B,CONST,UINF,FAB(N))
IF(L.EQ.2)THEN
ZZ(N+1)-ZZ(N)DTAB*(3.ODO*FAB(N)-FAB(N-1))*0.5DO
ELSEIF(L.EQ.3)THEN
ZZ(N+l)-ZZ(N)+DTAB*(23.ODO*FAB(N)-16.ODO*FAB(N-i)+5.ODO*FAB(N-2)
+ )/12.ODO
ELSEIF(L.EQ.4)THEN
ZZ(N+1)-ZZ(N)+DTAB*(55.ODO*FAB(N)-59.ODO*FAB(N-1)+37.ODO*FAB(N-
+ 2)-9.ODO*FAB(N-3))/24.ODO
ENDIF
T-T+DTAB
600 CONTINUE
ZE-ZZ(NF+I)
END
SUBROUTINE FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZZ,A,UV,VVWX,VINFY,T,B,CONST,UINF,FF)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE R.H.S. OF dz/dt ABOVE
C FOR EACH TIMESTEP, THIS IS EQUIVALENT TO CALCULATING
C THE VELOCITY, q
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION P,T,V,X,Y
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,CPV,S,CS
COMPLEX*16 CONST,ZBOT,ZTOP,FF,ZZ,CC,ZC,DCOTTOP,DCOTBOT
COMPLEX*16 UV,UINF,ZBOTSOR, ZBOTSIN, ZTOPSOR, ZTOPSIN
COMPLEX*16 DCOTBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSIN ,DCOTTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSIN
X-DREAL(ZZ)
CC-DCMPLX(O.ODO.-l.ODO)
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ZC-CC*ZZ
Y¥DREAL(ZC)
C
C NOTE: ZBOT ZTOP here are really the complex conjugate
C of ZBOT & ZTOP ...know what I mean!?
C
ZBOT-PI*DCMPLX(X-O.SDO*A-VX*T,-Y+VINFY*T-O.5DO*B)/A
ZTOP-PI*DCMPLX(X-VVX*T,-Y+VINFY*T+O.6DO*B)/A
XBOT-DREAL(ZBOT)
ZC-CC*ZBOT
YBOT-DREAL(ZC)
XTOP-DREAL(ZTOP)
ZC-CC*ZTOP
YTOP-DREAL(ZC)
IF(ZBOT.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOP.YTOP.DCOTTOP)
FF-UINF+CONST*(-DCOTTOP)
ELSEIF(ZTOP.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOT.YBOT.DCOTBOT)
FF-UINF+CONST*DCOTBOT
ELSE
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOT,YBOT.DCOTBOT)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOP,YTOP.DCOTTOP)
FF-UINF+CONST*(DCOTBOT-DCOTTOP)
ENDIF
IF(KAR.EQ.2)THEN
CS-0.6DO*S/A
ZBOTSOR-ZBOT+PI*CPV/A
ZBOTSIN=ZBOT-PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSOR=ZTOP+PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSIN=ZTOP-PI*CPV/A
XBOTSOR-DREAL(ZBOTSOR)
ZC-CC*ZBOTSOR
YBOTSOR-DREAL(ZC)
XBOTSIN=DREAL(ZBOTSIN)
ZC-CC*ZBOTSIN
YBOTSIN=DREAL(ZC)
XTOPSOR=DREAL(ZTOPSOR)
ZC-CC*ZTOPSOR
YTOPSOR=DREAL(ZC)
XTOPSIN-DREAL(ZTOPSIN)
ZC-CC*ZTOPSIN
YTOPSIN=DREAL(ZC)
IF(ZBOTSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSIN,YBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
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FF-FF+CS*(-DCOTTOPSOR-DCOTBOTSIN+DCOTTOPSIN)
ELSEIF(ZBOTSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF-FF+CS*(DCOTBOTSOR-DCOTTOPSOR+DCOTTOPSIN)
ELSEIF(ZTOPSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSIN,YBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF-FF+CS*(DCOTBOTSOR-DCOTBOTSIN+DCOTTOPSIN)
ELSEIF(ZTOPSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSIN,YBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
FF-FF+CS*(DCOTBOTSOR-DCOTTOPSOR-DCOTBOTSIN)
ELSE
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSIN,YBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF-FF+CS*(DCOTBOTSOR-DCOTTOPSOR-DCOTBOTSIN+DCOTTOPSIN)
ENDIF
ENDIF
END
SUBROUTINE DHFUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI ,ZZ,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,T,B,CONST,UINF,DHF,DP)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE Delta(H)lab FOR EACH
C TIMESTEP
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION P,T.V,X,Y
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,CPV,S
COMPLEX*16 CONST,ZBOT,ZTOP,FF,ZZ,CC,ZC,DCOTTOP,DCOTBOT
COMPLEX*16 UV,UINF,CS,DCOTTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSIN,DCOTBOTSOR
COMPLEX*16 ZBOTSOR,ZBOTSIN,ZTOPSOR,ZTOPSIN,DCOTBOTSIN
COMPLEX*16 ZPBOTSOR,ZPBOTSIN,ZPTOPSOR,ZPTOPSIN,CDP,CSP
COMPLEX*16 ZPTOP,ZPBOT,CDP1,CDP2
REAL DHF,DP
X-DREAL(ZZ)
CC-DCMPLX(O.ODO,-l.ODO)
ZCCC*ZZ
Y=DREAL(ZC)
ZBOT=PI*DCMPLX(X-O.DO*A-WX*T,Y-VINFY*T+O.6DO*B)/A
ZTOP-PI*DCMPLX(X-WX*T,Y-VINFY*T-O.5DO*B)/A
XBOT-DREAL(ZBOT)
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ZC=CC*ZBOT
YBOT-DREAL(ZC)
XTOP-DREAL(ZTOP)
ZCCC*ZTOP
YTOP-DREAL(ZC)
ZPBOT-CONJG(ZBOT)
ZPTOP-CONJG(ZTOP)
IF(ZBOT.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOP,YTOP.DCOTTOP)
FF-UV*CONST*(-DCOTTOP)
ELSEIF(ZTOP.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTYBOTDCOTBOT)
FF-UV*CONST*DCOTBOT
ELSE
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOT,YBOT,DCOTBOT)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOP,YTOP,DCOTTOP)
FF-UV*CONST*(DCOTBOT-DCOTTOP)
ENDIF
IF(ZPBOT.EQ.O)THEN
CDP--COS(ZPTOP)/SIN(ZPTOP)
ELSEIF(ZPTOP.EQ.O)THEN
CDP-COS(ZPBOT)/SIN(ZPBOT)
ELSE
CDP-COS(ZPBOT)/SIN(ZPBOT)-COS(ZPTOP)/SIN(ZPTOP)
ENDIF
CDP--0.5*((ABS(CONST*CDP))**2.0)
IF(KAR.EQ.2)THEN
CS-0.5DO*S*UV/A
CSP-O.5DO*S/A
ZBOTSOR-ZBOT+PI*CPV/A
ZBOTSIN-ZBOT-PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSOR=ZTOPPI*CPV/A
ZTOPSIN-ZTOP-PI*CPV/A
XBOTSOR-DREAL(ZBOTSOR)
ZC-CC*ZBOTSOR
YBOTSOR-DREAL(ZC)
XBOTSIN-DREAL(ZBOTSIN)
ZC-CC*ZBOTSIN
YBOTSIN=DREAL(ZC)
XTOPSOR-DREAL(ZTOPSOR)
ZCCC*ZTOPSOR
YTOPSOR-DREAL(ZC)
XTOPSIN-DREAL(ZTOPSIN)
ZCCC*ZTOPSIN
YTOPSIN-DREAL(ZC)
ZPBOTSOR-ZPBOT+PI*CPV/A
ZPBOTSIN=ZPBOT-PI*CPV/A
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ZPTOPSOR=ZPTOP+PI*CPV/A
ZPTOPSIN-ZPTOP-PI*CPV/A
IF(ZBOTSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSINYBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN.YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF=FF+CS*(DCOTTOPSOR+DCOTBOTSIN-DCOTTOPSIN)
ELSEIF(ZBOTSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF-FF+CS*(-DCOTBOTSOR+DCOTTOPSOR-DCOTTOPSIN)
ELSEIF(ZTOPSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSINYBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF-FF+CS*(-DCOTBOTSOR+DCOTBOTSIN-DCOTTOPSIN)
ELSEIF(ZTOPSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSIN,YBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR,DCOTTOPSOR)
FF=FF+CS*(-DCOTBOTSOR+DCOTTOPSOR+DCOTBOTSIN)
ELSE
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSOR,YBOTSOR,DCOTBOTSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XBOTSIN,YBOTSIN,DCOTBOTSIN)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSOR,YTOPSOR.DCOTTOPSOR)
CALL CALCDCOT(XTOPSIN,YTOPSIN,DCOTTOPSIN)
FF=FF+CS*(-DCOTBOTSOR+DCOTTOPSOR+DCOTBOTSIN-DCOTTOPSIN)
ENDIF
IF(ZPBOTSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1--COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2-COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)-COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSEIF(ZPBOTSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1-COS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)-COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2-COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSEIF(ZPTOPSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1ICOS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)
CDP2-COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)-COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSEIF(ZPTOPSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1-COS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)-COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2--COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSE
CDP1ICOS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)-COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
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CDP2=COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)-COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.65* ((ABS(CSP*CDP1) )**2.0)+0.5* ((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ENDIF
ENDIF
DHF--REAL(FF)
DP-REAL(DHF+CDP)
END
SUBROUTINE CALCDCOT(X,Y,DCOT)
C
C THIS DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FINDS THE DOUBLE PRECISION
C VALUE OF cot(Z) WHERE ZX+iY IN THE FOLLOWING MANNER:
C
C ( ,-tan(x)*tanh(y))
C cot(x,y)=-
C (tan(x),tanh(y))
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y
COMPLEX*16 DCOT
DCOT=DCMPLX(.ODO, -DTAN(X)*DTANH(Y))/DCMPLX(DTAN(X),DTANH(Y))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GRAF(PLTITL,NT,NP,Z,ZP,IP)
C
C GRAPHICS ROUTINE THAT PLOTS PATHLINE & STREAKLINE
C
COMPLEX*16 Z(2001),CC,ZC,ZP(5,2001)
REAL SPX(10001),SPY(10001)
INTEGER PP(6),IOPT(6),IP(5)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE-'
ITIME-'
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: STREAKLINE & SOME PARTICLE PATHLINES IN
C + KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
TITLE-'
CC-DCMPLX(0.ODO, -. ODO)
DO 7771 I-1,NP+l
IF(I.LT.NP+1)THEN
PP(I)-IP(I)
ELSE
PP(I)-NT+I
ENDIF
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IOPT(I)-2
DO 99 N-I,PP(I)
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
SPX(N)-REAL(ZP(I,N))
ZC-CC*ZP(IN)
SPY(N)-REAL(ZC)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.2)THEN
SPX(N+PP(1))-REAL(ZP(I.N))
ZC-CC*ZP(I,N)
SPY(N+PP(1))-REAL(ZC)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.3)THEN
SPX(N+PP(1)+PP(2))=REAL(ZP(I.N))
ZC-CC*ZP(I.N)
SPY(N+PP(1)+PP(2))=REAL(ZC)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.4)THEN
SPX(N+PP(1)+PP(2)+PP(3))=REAL(ZP(IN))
ZC-CC*ZP(IN)
SPY(N+PP(1)+PP(2)+PP(3) REAL(ZC)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.5)THEN
SPX(N+PP(1)+PP(2)+PP(3)+PP(4))-REAL(ZP(IN))
ZC-CC*ZP(I,N)
SPY(N+PP(1)+PP(2)+PP(3)+PP(4))-REAL(ZC)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.6)THEN
SPX(N+PP(1)+PP(2)+PP(3)+PP4)+PP(5))=REAL(Z(N))
ZC-CC*Z(N)
SPY(N+PP(1)+PP(2)+PP(3)PP(4)+PP(5))=REAL(ZC)
ENDIF
99 CONTINUE
7771 CONTINUE
CALL GRINIT(5.6,TITLE)
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT,NP+I,PLTITL.55.SPX.SPYPP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GRSTK(NT.Z)
C
C GRAPHICS ROUTINE THAT PLOTS THE STREAKLINE
C
COMPLEX*16 Z(2001),CC,ZC
REAL SPX(2001),SPY(2001)
INTEGER PP(1),IOPT(1)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE-' '
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ITIME='
C TITLE='IMPERATORI: STREAKLINE IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X Y'
CC-DCMPLX(O.ODO,-1.ODO)
PP(l)-NT+l
IOPT(1)-2
DO 99 N-1,NT+I
SPX(N)-REAL(Z(N))
ZC=CC*Z(N)
SPY(N)=REAL(ZC)
99 CONTINUE
CALL GRINIT(5.6,TITLE)
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT,1,PLTITL,55,SPX.SPY,PP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GPAFDH(PLTITL,Z.NT,DH)
C
C THIS IS THE GRAPHICS ROUTINE
C
COMPLEX*16 Z(2001),ZC,CC
REAL SPX(2001),DH(2001)
INTEGER PP(1),IOPT(1)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE-'
ITIME-'
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: ENERGY SEPARATION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
TITLE-'
DO 135 N,NT+l
SPX(N)-REAL(Z(N))
135 CONTINUE
PP(l)-NT+1
IOPT(1)-2
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT,1.PLTITL,55,SPX,DH,PP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE KARMAN(KAR,CPV,S,DP,DT,DG,DVINFX.DVINFY,DUDA.DB,
+ DUV.DV,DTAU)
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C
C IN THIS PROGRAM TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION CALCULATIONS
C FOR THE CLASSICAL von Karman Vortex Street (WITH FREESTREAM
C VELOCITY AT AN ANGLE TO THE VORTEX STREET) ARE MADE BASED
C ON BERNOULLI'S EQUATION FOR UNSTEADY, 2-D, INCOMPRESSI-
C BLE,INVISCID, AND IRROTATIONAL FLUID FLOW PARTICULAR ATTEN-
C TION IS PAID TO TOTAL ENTHALPY VARIATION CONTOUR PLOTS
C
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16(Z),COMPLEX(C),COMPLEX(U)
IMPLICIT REAL(V)
DOUBLE PRECISION DP,DT,DG,DVINFX,DVINFY,DA,DB,DUV,DV,DTAU
DOUBLE PRECISION CPV,S
COMPLEX*1 DU
REAL X(31,31),Y(31,31),DH(31,31),YL(31),DHL(31),SI(31,31)
REAL PCH(31,31)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
PI-SNGL(DP)
T-SNGL(DT)
GPV=SNGL (DG)
VINFX-SNGL(DVINFX)
VINFY-SNGL(DVINFY)
UINF-DU
A=SNGL(DA)
B=SNGL(DB)
UV=DUV
VVX-SNGL (DV)
TAU=SNGL(DTAU)
PRINT*,' XMIN COORDINATES FOR THE PORTION OF
PRINT*,' XMAX FLOW TO BE SWEPT THROUGH AT STREAK'
PRINT*,' YMIN TIME'
PRINT*,' YMAX
READ*,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX
CONST=1CMPLX(O.,1.)
CONST=CONST1*GPV*UV*O.5/A
CONST2=CONST1*GPV*O.5/PI
IMAX=31
JMAX=31
C
C NOW WE CAN CALCULATE THE TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION BY
C APPLYING BERNOULLI'S EQUATION FOR UNSTEADY FLOW TO GET
C
C delta(H)-delta(Pt)/Rho--partial(dO/dt)
C
C note:
C
C
C
THE EQUIPOTENTIAL O IS OBTAINED FROM THE COMPLEX
POTENTIAL DUE TO THE FREESTREAM AND THE TWO ROWS
OF POINT VORTICES OF ALTERNATING DIRECTION
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C WE SHALL ALSO CALCULATE THE CHANGE IN STATIC PRESSURE,I.E.,
C (P-PFREESTREAM)/DENSITY --- PCH --- FOR RADIAL EQUILIBRIUM
C BREAKDOWN CONSIDERATIONS
C
DX-(XMAX-XMIN) / (REAL(IMAX-1.0))
DY-(YMAX-YMIN)/(REAL(JMAX-1.0))
DO 10 I1,IMAX
DO 20 J-1,JMAX
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
X(I.J)-XMIN
ELSE
X(I,J)-X(I-1,J)+DX
ENDIF
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
Y(I,J)-YMIN
ELSE
Y(I,J)-Y(I,J-1)+DY
ENDIF
C
C lets obtain SI, DH, and PCH at this position
C
CALL FFDHSI(X (I, J),A,B,PI,T,WX,VINFY,CONST,CONST2,UV,UINF,
+ S,CPV,KAR,SI(I,J),DH(I,J),PCH(I,J))
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: STREAM FUNCTION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X Y SI CONTOURS'
CALL GPLOT(5O,TITLE,PLTITL,X,Y,SI)
PRINT*,' INPUT IF WANT DELTA H CONTOUR PLOT'
READ* ,DIRRO
IF(DIRRO.EQ.1)THEN
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: ENERGY SEPARATION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X Y DELTA H CONTOURS'
CALL GPLOT(100O,TITLE,PLTITL,X,Y,DH)
DO 40 J-1,JMAX
YL(J)-Y(1,J)
DHL(J)-DH(1 ,J)
40 CONTINUE
CALL GPLIN(YL,DHL)
ENDIF
PRINT*,' INPUT 1 IF WANT DELTA P CONTOUR PLOT'
READ*,ARMADIRRO
IF(ARMADIRRO.EQ.1)THEN
TITLE-'IMPERATORI: STATIC PRESSURE CHANGE IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
C TITLE-'
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PLTITL=' X Y (P-Pinf)/Rho CONTOURS'
CALL GPLOT(400,TITLE,PLTITL,X,Y,PCH)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FFDHSI(XX,YY,A,B,PI,T,VVX,VINFY,C ONST 2,UV,UINF,
+ S,CPV.KAR,STFN,DTENF,DP)
C
C this subroutine calculates the change in total enthalpy,the
C stream function, and the change in static pressure over the density
C for the flow outside of the vortex cores
C
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16(Z),COMPLEX(C)
DOUBLE PRECISION S,CPV,CSS
COMPLEX*16 ZBOTSOR,ZBOTSIN,ZTOPSOR,ZTOPSIN,CDO,CS
COMPLEX*16 ZPBOTSOR,ZPBOTSIN,ZPTOPSOR,ZPTOPSIN,CDP,CSP
COMPLEX*16 ZPTOP,ZPBOT,CDP1,CDP2
COMPLEX CONST,CONST2,UINF,UV
REAL STFN,DTENF,DP
ZBOT=CMPLX(XX-O.5*A-VVX*T,YY-VINFY*T+O.5*B)
ZTOP=CMPLX(XX-VVX*T,YY-VINFY*T-0.5*B)
C
C LET'S MULTIPLY ZBOT & ZTOP BY PI/A TO SIMPLIFY EQNS.
C
ZBOT=PI*ZBOT/A
ZTOP=PI*ZTOP/A
ZPBOT=CONJG(ZBOT)
ZPTOP=CONJG(ZTOP)
IF(ZBOT.EQ.O)THEN
CDO=-COS(ZTOP)/SIN(ZTOP)
ELSEIF(ZTOP. EQ.O)THEN
CDO=COS(ZBOT)/SIN(ZBOT)
ELSE
CDO-COS(ZBOT)/SIN(ZBOT)-COS(ZTOP)/SIN(ZTOP)
ENDIF
CDO=CONST*CDO
IF(ZPBOT.EQ.O)THEN
CDP=-COS(ZPTOP)/SIN(ZPTOP)
ELSEIF(ZPTOP.EQ.O)THEN
CDP=COS(ZPBOT)/SIN(ZPBOT)
ELSE
CDP=COS(ZPBOT)/SIN(ZPBOT)-COS(ZPTOP)/SIN(ZPTOP)
ENDIF
CDP=-0.5*((ABS(C ONST2*PI*CDP/A))**2.0)
IF(KAR.EQ.2)THEN
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CS-0.SDO*S*UV/A
CSP-O.SDO*S/A
ZBOTSOR-ZBOT+PI*CPV/A
ZBOTSIN=ZBOT-PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSOR=ZTOP+PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSIN=ZTOP-PI*CPV/A
ZPBOTSOR=ZPBOT+PI*CPV/A
ZPBOTSIN=ZPBOT-PI*CPV/A
ZPTOPSOR=ZPTOP+PI*CPV/A
ZPTOPSIN-ZPTOP-PI*CPV/A
IF(ZBOTSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDO=CDO+CS*(COS(ZTOPSOR)/SIN(ZTOPSOR))
CDO=CDO+CS*(COS(ZBOTSIN)/SIN(ZBOTSIN)-COS(ZTOPSIN)/SIN(ZTOPSIN))
ELSEIF(ZBOTSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDO=CDO+CS*(COS(ZTOPSOR)/SIN(ZTOPSOR)-COS(ZBOTSOR)/SIN(ZBOTSOR))
CDO-CDO+CS*(-COS(ZTDPSIN)/SIN(ZTOPSIN))
ELSEIF(ZTOPSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDO=CDO+CS*(-COS(ZBOTSOR)/SIN(ZBOTSOR))
CDO=CDO+CS*(COS(ZBOTSIN)/SIN(ZBOTSIN)-COS(ZTOPSIN)/SIN(ZTOPSIN))
ELSEIF(ZTOPSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDO-CDO+CS*(COS(ZTOPSOR)/SIN(ZTOPSOR)-COS(ZBOTSOR)/SIN(ZBOTSOR))
CDO=CDO+CS*(COS(ZBOTSIN)/SIN(ZBOTSIN))
ELSE
CDO-CDO+CS*(COS(ZTOPSOR)/SIN(ZTOPSOR)-COS(ZBOTSOR)/SIN(ZBOTSOR))
CDO=CDO+CS*(COS(ZBOTSIN)/SIN(ZBOTSIN)-COS(ZTOPSIN)/SIN(ZTOPSIN))
ENDIF
IF(ZPBOTSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1--COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2=COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)-COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSEIF(ZPBOTSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1-COS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)-COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2=COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSEIF(ZPTOPSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1-COS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)
CDP2-COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)-COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP=CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSEIF(ZPTOPSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CDP1iCOS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)-COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2--COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP=CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ELSE
CDP1-COS(ZPBOTSOR)/SIN(ZPBOTSOR)-COS(ZPTOPSOR)/SIN(ZPTOPSOR)
CDP2=COS(ZPTOPSIN)/SIN(ZPTOPSIN)-COS(ZPBOTSIN)/SIN(ZPBOTSIN)
CDP-CDP-0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP1))**2.0)+0.5*((ABS(CSP*CDP2))**2.0)
ENDIF
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ENDIF
C
C NOW LET'S GET THE EXPRESSIONS FOR THE STREAM FUNCTION
C
IF(ZBOT.EQ.O)THEN
CSI--LOG(SIN(ZTOP))
ELSEIF(ZTOP. EQ.0)THEN
CSI-LOG(SIN(ZBOT))
ELSE
CSI-LOG(SIN(ZBOT)/SIN(ZTOP))
ENDIF
CSI-CONJG(UINF)*CMPLX(XX.YY)-CONST2*CSI
IF(KAR.EQ.2)THEN
CSS-O.DO*S/PI
ZBOTSOR=ZBOT+PI*CPV/A
ZBOTSIN=ZBOT-PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSOR-ZTOP+PI*CPV/A
ZTOPSIN=ZTOP-PI*CPV/A
IF(ZBOTSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CSI=CSI+CSS*LOG(SIN(ZTOPSIN)/(SIN(ZTOPSOR)*SIN(ZBOTSIN)))
ELSEIF(ZBOTSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CSI-CSI+CSS*LOG(SIN(ZBOTSOR)*SIN(ZTOPSIN)/SIN(ZTOPSOR))
ELSEIF(ZTOPSOR.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CSI=CSI+CSS*LOG(SIN(ZBOTSOR)*SIN(ZTOPSIN)/SIN(ZBOTSIN))
ELSEIF(ZTOPSIN.EQ.O.ODO)THEN
CSI=CSI+CSS*LOG(SIN(ZBOTSOR)/(SIN(ZTOPSOR)*SIN(ZBOTSIN)))
ELSE
CSI=CSI+CSS*LOG(SIN(ZBOTSOR)*SIN(ZTOPSIN)/(SIN(ZTOPSOR)*SIN(ZBOTSIN)))
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C HENCE WE NOW HAVE THE STREAMFUNCTION, THE CHANGE IN TOTAL
C ENTHALPY, AND THE CHANGE IN STATIC PRESSURE AT A GIVEN
C POINT IN SPACE AND TIME DUE TO THE UNSTEADY EQUIPOTENTIAL
C TERM
C
STFN=AIMAG(CSI)
DTENF--REAL(CDO)
DP-REAL(DTENF+CDP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GPLOT(NCS,TITLE,PLTITL.X,Y.DH)
C
C THIS IS THE PLOTTING ROUTINE
C
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REAL X(31,31),Y(31,31),DH(31,31),CONT(10000),SI(31,31)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE='
ITIME='
NCONT=OOO+NCS
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GRSSET(X(1,1),X(31,31),Y(1.1),Y(31,31))
CALL GR_SETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRCONT(X,Y,DH,31,31,CONT,NCONT,PLTITL,54)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GPLIN(SPX,SPY)
C
C THIS IS THE GRAPHICS ROUTINE
C
REAL SPX(31),SPY(31)
INTEGER PP(1).IOPT(1)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE='
ITIME='
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: ENERGY SEPARATION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET'
TITLE='
PLTITL-' Y DH DELTA H PLOT CUT THROUGH WAKE'
PP(1)-31
IOPT(1)=2
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT,1,PLTITL,55SPX,SPY,PP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CORE(UV,UINF,VVX,VINFY,GPV,AK,BK,DH,DHCNT,SI,DPC,
+ JMIN,JMAX,AR,XO,YO,XOCNT,YOCNT,A,B,SIC,SIE,GB,DIFSIE)
C
C LET'S CALCULATE THE FLOW IN THE CORE, BASED ON THE
C "CYCLIC CONSTRAINT" MODEL, OF THE BUBBLES OF VORTICITY
C
C remember the classical Karman distribution of the
C vortices
C
PARAMETER(NPTS=21)
PARAMETER(NLPTS=(NPTS-1)/2+1. NJ=NPTS- ,NDJ=NJ/2,NAS=NPTS*NPTS)
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REAL SI(NPTS,NPTS),YU(NLPTS),X(NLPTS),AS(NPTS,NPTS),AR(NPTS,NPTS)
REAL F(NPTS,NPTS),YG(NLPTS),XC(NPTS,NPTS),YC(NPTS,NPTS)
REAL DH(NPTS,NPTS),DHS(NPTS,NPTS),YD(NLPTS),XL(NLPTS)
REAL YUCNT(NLPTS),XCNT(NLPTS).XCCNT(NPTS,NPTS),YCCNT(NPTS,NPTS)
REAL YDCNT(NLPTS),XLCNT(NLPTS),DHCNT(NPTS,NPTS),DPC(NPTS,NPTS)
REAL LENGTH,IGB,VHX,VHY,UM,VM,UH,DIFSIE
DOUBLE PRECISION VVX,VINFY,GPV,AK,BK
COMPLEX*16 UV,UINF
INTEGER JMIN(2:NJ),JMAX(2:NJ),DJMAX(2:NDJ)
INTEGER JTEST,J3,J1,J2
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
DATA AS/NAS*1.0/
PI=4.0*ATAN(1.O)
C
C UH=UV-UINF=-(Gpv/2a)tanh(bPI/a) where b/a=0.281 approx.
C for Karman street (see relevant notes)
C
UH=REAL (UV-UINF)
VHX=VVX
VHY=VINFY
PRINT*,'INPUT BUBBLE HEIGHT, H, and LENGTH, L'
READ*,H,LENGTH
A=LENGTH/2
B=H/2
PRINT*.,'INPUT XO & YO COORDS. OF A BUBBLE CENTRE ON TOP ROW'
READ*,XO,YO
PRINT*,'INPUT XOCNT & YOCNT CORRESPONDING COORDS. FOR BOTTOM ROW'
READ*,XOCNT,YOCNT
C
C READ P & IGB OFF THE TABLE OF COMPUTED INTEGRALS FOR THE
C VALUE OF H BEING CONSIDERED. P & IGB ARE ACCURATE TO 4
C DECIMAL PLACES
C
RATIO=A/B
PRINT*,' A/B='.RATIO
PRINT*,' INPUT P & IGB TO 4 DECIMAL PLACES'
READ*,P,IGB
C
C IT IS EASIER TO WORK WITH AN EQUAL # OF POINTS ALONG BOTH THE
C MAJOR & MINOR AXES OF THE BUBBLE; HENCE, DX & DY ARE
C DEFINED ACCORDINGLY.
C
DX=LENGTH/(NPTS-1)
DY=H/(NPTS-1)
PRINT*,' DX=',DX,' & DY=',DY
YU(1)=YO
YD(1)=YO
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X(1)-XO-A
XL(1)=XO+A
YU( (NPTS-1)/2+1)=YO+B
YD((NPTS-1)/2+1)=YO-B
X( (NPTS-1)/2+1)=XO
YUCNT(1)=YOCNT
YDCNT(l)-YOCNT
XCNT(1)-XOCNT-A
XLCNT(1)=XOCNT+A
YUCNT((NPTS- 1)/2+1) -YOCNT+B
YDCNT((NPTS-1)/2+1)=YOCNT-B
XCNT((NPTS-1)/2+1)=XOC NT
C IN THIS DO LOOP I CALC. AR & AS TO BOUNDARY FOR "JMAX" PTS.
DO 200 I2,(NPTS-1)/2
X(I)=X(I-)+DX
XL(I)=XL(I-1)-DX
YU(I)=YO+B*SqRT(1- ((X(I)-XO)/A)**2)
YD(I)=YO-B*SQRT(1-((X(I)-XO)/A)**2)
XCNT(I)=XCNT(I-1)+DX
XLCNT(I)=XLCNT(I-1)-DX
YUCNT(I) YOCNT+B*SQRT(1-((XCNT(I)-XOCNT)/A)**2)
YDCNT(I)=YOCNT-B*SqRT(1-((XCNT(I)-XOCNT)/A)**2)
SLP=(YU(I)-YU(I-1))/DX
ST=2.0*(YU(I)-YO)/DY
DJMAX(I)=ST
DUS=DJMAX(I)
TEST-DUS/2.0
JTEST=TEST
CHECK=TEST-JTEST
C IS DJMAX EVEN OR ODD?
IF(CHECK.EQ.0.5)THEN
DJMAX(I)=DJMAX(I)-1
DUS=DJMAX(I)
ENDIF
C IS THERE A REMAINDER?
DIF=ST-DUS
IF(DIF.LE..00001)THEN
DJMAX(I)=DJMAX(I)-2
JMIN(I)-(NPTS-1)/2+1-DJMAX(I)/2
JMAX(I)-JMIN(I)+DJMAX(I)
J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
AR(I,J1)=1.0
AR(I,J2)=1.0
ELSEIF(DIF.GT..00001)THEN
JMIN(I)-(NPTS-1)/2+1-DJMAX(I)/2
JMAX(I)=JMIN(I)+DJMAX(I)
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J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
FAR-DIF/2.0
AR(I,J1)-FAR
AR(I,J2)-FAR
ENDIF
FSLP-(YU(I) -(JMAX(I)-REAL((NPTS-1)/2+1) *DY)/DX
IF(SLP.GT.FSLP)THEN
AS(I, J1)AR( I, J) *DY/(SLP*DX)
AS(I,J2)-AS(I,J1)
ELSEIF(SLP. LE.FSLP)THEN
AS(I,Jl)-1.0
AS(I,J2)-1.0
ENDIF
200 CONTINUE
DO 150 I-(NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS-1
IF(I.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
JMAX(I)-NPTS-1
JMIN(I)-2
ELSE
JMAX(I)-JMAX(NPTS+1-I)
JMIN(I) -JMIN(NPTS+1-I)
ENDIF
150 CONTINUE
C IN THIS LOOP I CALC. AS FOR "JMAX-1" PTS. FOR WHICH AS<1
DO 300 I2,(NPTS-1)/2
JAY-JMAX(I)
JI=JMAX(I)-I
IF(I.EQ.2)THEN
BD-1.0
SLP-AR(I,JAY)*DY/(AS(I ,JAY)*DX)
DO 333 J-Jl,(NPTS-1)/2+2,-1
AS(I,J)-(BD+AR(I,JAY)*DY)/(SLP*DX)
333 BD-BD+1.0
ELSE
C NOTE CHECKING FOR ONLY ONE EXTRA AS PER I
SLP-(YU(I)-YU(I-1))/DX
FSLP(YU(I) - (J-REAL((NPTS-1)/2+1))*DY)/DX
IF(SLP.GT.FSLP)THEN
AS(I,Jl)-(.O+AR(I,JAY)*DY)/(SLP*DX)
ENDIF
ENDIF
300 CONTINUE
DO 400 I-2,NPTS-1
J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
DO 500 J-J1,J2,-1
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IF(I.GT.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
IF(J.GT.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
AS(I,J)-AS(NPTS+1-I,J)
AR(I,J)-AR(NPTS+1-I,J)
ELSEIF(J.LT.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
AS(I,J)-AS(NPTS+1-I,NPTS+1-J)
AR(I,J)-AR(NPTS+1-I,NPTS+1-J)
ENDIF
ELSEIF(I.LT.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
IF(J.LT.( NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
AS(I,J)=AS(I,NPTS+1-J)
AR(I,J)-AR(I,NPTS+1-J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
500 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE
C
C GET COORDINATES XC & YC FOR CONTOURS AND TOTAL
C TEMPERATURE SEPARATION CALCULATION
C
DO 477 I-1,NPTS
J1=JMAX(I)
J2=JMIN(I)
DO 479 J=1,NPTS
IF(I.LE.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
XC(I,J)=X(I)
XCCNT(I,J)=XCNT(I)
ELSE
XC(I,J)=XL(NPTS+1-I)
XCCNT(I,J)=XLCNT(NPTS+1-I)
ENDIF
IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.NPTS)THEN
YC(I,J)=YO
YCCNT(I,J)=YOCNT
ELSEIF(J.GT.J1)THEN
IF(I.LE.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
YC(I,J)=YU(I)
YCCNT(I,J)=YUCNT(I)
ELSE
YC(I,J)=YU(NPTS+1-I)
YCCNT(I,J)=YUCNT(NPTS+1-I)
ENDIF
ELSEIF(J.LT.J2)THEN
IF(I.LE.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
YC(I,J)=YD(I)
YCCNT(I,J)-YDCNT(I)
ELSE
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YC(I,J)=YD(NPTS+I1-I)
YCCNT(I,J)=YDCNT(NPTS+1-I)
ENDIF
ELSEIF(J.EQ.J2)THEN
YC(I,J)-YO-(REAL(REAL((NPTS-1)/2+1)-J2))*DY
YCCNT(I,J)=YOCNT-(REAL(REAL((NPTS-1)/2+1)-J2))*DY
ELSE
YC(I,J)=YC(I,J-1)+DY
YCCNT(I,J)=YCCNT(I,J-1)+DY
ENDIF
479 CONTINUE
477 CONTINUE
PRINT*,'INPUT RELAXATION PARAMETER, R, 1.8 SAY'
READ*,R
PRINT*,' INPUT BUBBLE CIRCULATION, GB'
READ*,GB
PRINT*,'INPUT THE STREAMFUNCTION VALUE AT EDGE, SIE'
PRINT*,'INPUT THE DIFFERENCE IN SIE BETWEEN CONTRAROTATING'
PRINT*,'BUBBLES, DIFSIE'
READ*,SIE,DIFSIE
SI((NPTS-1)/2+1.(NPTS-1)/2+1)=SIE+O.5*GB/IGB
SIC=SI((NPTS-1)/2+1,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
C
C CALCULATE THE THREE CONSTANT TERMS APPEARING IN
C THE EXPRESSION FOR THE VORTICITY, F
C
ClF=(l+(A/B)**2)
C2F=IGB*A/(PI*B)-ClF
C3F=GB/(IGB*A*A)
C
C CALCULATE INITIAL UNIFORM CONDITIONS FOR F
C
DO 100 I-1,NPTS
DO 100 J1,NPTS
F(I,J)=C3F*C1F
100 CONTINUE
WRITE(5,85)F((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS),SIC
WRITE(5,8091)
WRITE(5 ,80)
C
C POISSON SOLVER
C
N-1
C
C FIRST SET BOUNDARY STREAMFUNCTION VALUE EQUAL
C TO SIE, SIEDGE
C
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DO 422 J1,NPTS
SI(1.J)-SIE
SI(NPTS,J)-SIE
422 CONTINUE
DO 442 I-2,NPTS-1
J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
DO 411 J-JI+I,NPTS
SI(I,J)-SIE
411 CONTINUE
DO 414 J-1,J2-1
SI(I,J)SIE
414 CONTINUE
442 CONTINUE
23 ER-O.0
ERMO.0
DO 5 I2,NPTS-1
J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
DO 6 JJ1,J2,-1
IF(I.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1)GOTO 8
OLDS-SI(I,J)
ASH-AS(I.J)
ARH-AR(I ,J)
IF(ASH.EQ..O.AND.ARH.EQ. 1.O)THEN
SI(I,J)=F(I,J)+(SI(I-1,J)+SI(I+1 ,J))/(DX**2.0)
SI(I,J)=(SI(I,J)+(SI(I.J+l)+SI(I,J-l))/(DY**2.0))*0.5
SI(I,J)-SI(I,J)/(1.O/(DX**2.0)+1.0/(DY**2.0))
ELSE
Clli.0/(AS(I,J)*(AS(I,J)+1.0))
C2-1.0/(AS(I.J)+ .O)
C3-1.0/(AR(I,J)*(AR(I,J)+..0))
C4-1.0/(AR(I,J)+I.O )
C5s1.0/(AS(I,J)*(DX**2.0))+1.0/(AR(I,J)*(DY**2.0))
IF(I.LE.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.GE.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
SI(I,J)-0.5*F(I,J)+(Cl*SI(I-1,J)+C2*SI(I+1,J))/(DX**2.O)
SI(I,J)(SI(I,J)+(C3*SI(I.J+l)+C4*SI(I,J-1))/(DY**2.0))/C5
ELSEIF(I.LE.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.LT.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
SI(I,J)0..5*F(I,J)+(Cl*SI(I-1,J)+C2*SI(I+1,J))/(DX**2.O)
SI(I,J)-(SI(I,J)(C3*SI(I,J-1)+C4*SI(I,J+1))/(DY**2.0))/C5
ELSEIF(I.GT.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.GE. (NPTS-1)/21)THEN
SI(I.J)-0.5*F(I,J)+(CI*SI(I+1.J)+C2*SI(I-1.J))/(DX**2.0)
SI(I,J)-(SI(I,J)+(C3*SI(IJ+1)+C4*SI(I,J-1))/(DY**2.0))/C5
ELSEIF(I.GT.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.LT.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
SI(I,J)-0.5*F(I,J)+(Cl*SI(I+1,J)+C2*SI(I-1,J))/(DX**2.0)
SI(I,J)(SI(I,J)+(C3*S(.J1C4*SI(I,J- C4SI(I,J+))/(DY**2.0))/C5
ENDIF
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ENDIF
SI(I,J)=R*SI(I,J)+(1.O-R)*OLDS
ER-ABS (OLDS-SI(I, J))
IF(ER.GT.ERM)THEN
ERM=ER
ENDIF
6 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
WRITE(5,84)N,ERM,SI((NPTS- 1)/2+1,NPTS- 1),SI ( NPTS-1)/2+1,
+ (NPTS-1)/2+1)
C
C NOW THAT SI IS KNOWN AT ITERATION LEVEL N THRUOUT THE BUBBLE
C F,THE VORTICITY CAN BE RECALCULATED!!!
C
C FIRST CALCULATE THE RMS VALUE OF THE MEAN STREAMFUNCTION, TO
C THE POWER P. IN THE BUBBLE.
C
C FIRST CONSIDER VALUE DUE TO THE BOUNDARY AND ALSO CALCULATE
C THE NUMBER OF GRID POINTS, IPTS
C
P2-2*P
IPTS- (NPTS-1)*2
SISUM-(NPTS-1)*2* ((ABS(SIC))**P2)
DO 510 I-2,NPTS-1
J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
DO 515 J-Jl,J2,-1
IF(I.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1)GOTO 515
515 SISUM-SISUM+(ABS(SI(I,J)-SIC))**P2
IPTS-IPTS+J1-J2+1
510 CONTINUE
SISUM-SISUM/IPTS
SIRMS-SQRT(SISUM)
C
C HENCE CALCULATE THE NEW VALUE OF F
C
DO 525 I-1,NPTS
IF(I.EQ. 1 .OR.I.EQ.NPTS)THEN
J-(NPTS-1)/2+1
F(I,J)-C3F*(C1F+C2F*((ABS(SI(I,J)-SIC))**P)/SIRMS)
ELSE
J1-JMAX(I)
J2-JMIN(I)
DO 535 JJl,J2,-l
IF(I.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1.AND.J.EQ.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
F(I,J)-CIF*C3F
ELSE
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F(IJ)-C3F*(C1F+C2F*((ABS(SIC(IJ)-SIC))**P)/SIRMS)
ENDIF
535 CONTINUE
ENDIF
525 CONTINUE
F((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS-1)/2+NPTS)F((NPTS-1)/2+1)
F((NPTS-1)/2+1.1)-F(1. (NPTS-1)/2+1)
N-N+1
IF(N.GT.131)GOTO 77
IF(ERM.GT.O.000005)GOTO 23
77 WRITE(5.83)R
WRITE(5,82)H,P
C
C NOW WE CAN CALCULATE THE TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION IN
C THE CORE (LAB FRAME OF REFERENCE THOUGH!)
C
DO 8002 I-1,NPTS
DO 8003 J-1,NPTS
C
C FIRST CALCULATE THE CHANGE IN TOTAL TEMPERATURE IN THE
C MOVING FRAME OF REFERENCE AND THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS IN
C THIS FRAME OF REF., I.E. UM & VM
C
CALL DHMCORE(GB,IGB,A,SI(I,J),SIC,SIE,SIRMS,B,P,DHM)
DHS(I,J)-DHM
UM-2.0*(SIE-SIC)*(YC(IJ)-YO)/(B*B)
VM--2.0*(SIE-SIC)*(XC(I, J)-XO)/(A*A)
DH(I,J)-DHM+(UM+UH)*VHX+VM*VHY
C
C LET'S ALSO OBTAIN (P-Pinf)/Rho IN THE FINITE CORE
C
DPC(I,J)-DHM+0.5*(((0.5*GPV*TANH(BK*PI/AK))/AK)**2. 0-UM*UM-VM*VM)
C
C NOW CALCULATE DH FOR A BUBBLE ROTATING IN THE OPPOSITE SENSE
C JUST BY SWITCHING THE SIGN OF THE VELOCITY COMPONENTS
C
DHCNT(I,J)-DHM+(-UM+UH)*VHX-VM*VHY
8003 CONTINUE
8002 CONTINUE
PRINT*,' INPUT 10 IF DON"T WANT DETAILED PLOTS OF ONE CORE'
READ*, CATHY
IF(CATHY.EQ.10)GOTO 3172
C
C GET GRAPHICAL OUTPUT, STARTING WITH STREAM FUNCTION CONTOURS
C
PLTITL-' X Y STREAM FUNCTIONS'
NCONT-1010
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CALL GPCON(NCONT,PLTITL,XC,YC,SI)
PLTITL-' X Y DH IN LAB FRAME CONTOURS'
NCONT-1010
CALL GPCON(NCONT,PLTITL,XC,YC,DH)
PLTITL-' X Y DH LAB FOR CORE ROTATING IN OTHER SENSE'
NCONT-1010
CALL GPCON(NCONT,PLTITL,XCCNT,YCCNT,DHCNT)
PLTITL-' X Y DH IN STEADY FRAME CONTOURS'
NCONT-1010
CALL GPCON(NCONT,PLTITL,XC,YC,DHS)
PLTITL-' X Y (P-Pinf)/Rho CONTOURS INSIDE CORE'
PRINT*,' INPUT NUMBER OF PRESSURE CONTOURS'
READ*,NCONT
NCONT1OOO+NCONT
CALL GPCON(NCONT,PLTITL,XC,YC,DPC)
C TITLE-' BUBBLE VORTICITY VARIATION FROM EDGE TO CENTRE'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X F'
DO 563 II,(NPTS-1)/2+1
563 YG(I)-F(I,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
CALL GCORE(TITLE,PLTITL,X,YG)
C TITLE-' BUBBLE STREAMFUNCTION VARIATION FROM EDGE TO CENTRE'
TITLE-' *
PLTITL-' X SI'
DO 573 I-I,(NPTS-1)/2+1
573 YG(I)-SI(I,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
CALL GCORE(TITLE,PLTITL,X,YG)
C TITLE-' SIBAR**P/<SIBAR**P> FROM EDGE TO CENTRE'
TITLE='
PLTITL-' X SIP'
DO 5113 II,(NPTS-1)/2+1
IF(I.NE.(NPTS-1)/2+1)THEN
YG(I)=(ABS(SI(I,(NPTS-1)/21)-SI((NPTS-1)/2+1,(NPTS-1)/2+1)))**P
YG(I)-YG(I)/SIRMS
ELSE
YG(I)-O
ENDIF
5113 CONTINUE
CALL GCORE(TITLE,PLTITL.X,YG)
3172 AY-1+(A/B)**2
PRINT*,'SIRMS',SIRMS,'; FC=',F((NPTS-1)/21+,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
PRINT*,'k 1+(A/B)**2-',AY
8091 FORMAT(/,' STREAM FUNCTION CONVERGENCE HISTORY')
80 FORMAT(/,' N ERMAX SI(edge-1) SIcentre')
82 FORMAT(7X,' BUBBLE THICKNESS, H',F6.3,' k P-',F8.4)
83 FORMAT(7X,'S.O.R. ACCELERATION PARAMETER, R',F5.2)
84 FORMAT(I6,4X,F13.9,2F13.4)
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85 FORMAT(/,' I.C. FOR F(I,J)=',F10.4,' WHILE SIC=',F12.4,//)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DHMCORE(GB,IGB,A,SF,SIC,SIE,SIRMS,B,P,DHM)
REAL IGB
PI=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
C
C IN THIS SUBROUTINE THE TOTAL TEMPERATURE VARIATION
C FROM THE STEADY FREE STREAM VALUE IS CALCULATED AT
C A POINT IN THE CORE IN A STEADY FRAME OF REFERENCE
C
C NOTE: IT DOESN'T MATTER WHICH WAY THE BUBBLE OR VORTEX CORE IS
C ROTATING THE VARIATION IN TOTAL ENTHALPY IN THE STEADY FRAME
C IS STILL NEGATIVE!
C
DHM=((ABS(SF-SIC))**(P+1.0)-(ABS(SIE-SIC))**(P+1.0))/(SIRMS*(P+1.0))
DHM=GB*((SF-SIE)*(1.O+(A/B)**2.0)+DHM*(IGB*A/(PI*B)-1.O-(A/B)**2))
DHM=-DHM/(IGB*A*A)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GCORE(TITLE,PLTITL,SPX,SPY)
C
C THIS IS THE GRAPHICS ROUTINE
C
PARAMETER(NPTS=21)
PARAMETER(NLPTS=(NPTS-1)/2+1)
REAL SPX(NLPTS),SPY(NLPTS)
INTEGER PP(1),IOPT(1)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE' '
ITIME' '
PP(1)-NLPTS
IOPT(1)=2
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT,1,PLTITL,55,SPX,SPY,PP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GPCON(NCONT,PLTITL,X,Y,SI)
C
C THIS IS THE CONTOUR PLOTTING ROUTINE
C
PARAMETER (NPTS=21)
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REAL X(NPTS,NPTS),Y(NPTS,NPTS) ,SI(NPTS,NPTS),CONT(1000)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE-'
ITIME-'
C TITLE-' INTERNAL FLOW FOR A BUBBLE OF VORTICITY'
TITLE='
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GRSSET(X(1,1),X(NPTS,NPTS),Y(,1) ,Y(NPTS,NPTS))
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRCONT(X,Y,SI,NPTS,NPTS,CONT,NCONT,PLTITL,54)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BVS(A,B,SIC,SIE,KAR,CPV,S,PI, UV,VVX,VINFY,TSTK,
+ CONST,UINF,XC,YC,GBVS,DQP)
C
C In this subroutine I check that the innerflow and outerflow
C models match, by making sure that the bounding vortex sheet
C is consistent at least in an integral sense
C
DOUBLE PRECISION CPV,S,VVX,VINFY,TSTK,PI
COMPLEX*16 Q,UV,UINF,CONST,ZP
COMPLEX QQ
REAL SIC,SIE,A,B,TH,PHI,RTH,UP,VP,GBVS,DQP
DQP-O.O
GBVS-O.0
DO 701 I-1,36
TH-PI*REAL(I-1)/18.0
IF(I.LE.19)THEN
PHI0. 5*PI-TH
ELSE
PHII. 5*PI-TH
ENDIF
RTH-A/(SQRT(1.0+((A/B)**2.0-1.O)*(SIN(TH)**2.0)))
ZP-1.05*RTH*CMPLX(COS(TH) ,SIN(TH))+CMPLX(XC,YC)
CALL FUNC(KAR,CPV,S,PI,ZP,A,UV,VVX,VINFY,TSTK,B,CONST,UINF,Q)
UP-REAL(Q)
QQ-Q
VP-AIMAG (QQ)
GBVS=GBVS+(UP*COS(PHI)+VP*SIN(PHI))*PI*RTH*1.05/18.0
GBVS-GBVS+ABS(SIE-SIC)*PI*SQRT(1.O+((A/B)**4.0-1.0)*(SIN(TH)**2.0))
+ /(9.0*(.O+((A/B)**2.0-1.O)*(SIN(TH)**2.0)))
DQP-DQP+(UP*SIN(PHI)+VP*COS(PHI))*PI*RTH*1.05/18.0
701 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FULFLO(KAR,CPV,S,DP,DT,DG.DVINFX,DVINFY,DUDA.DB,
+ DUV,DV,DIFSIE,DTAU,DHCDHCNTSICODPC,JMIN,JMAX,AR.XO,YO,XOCNT
+ YOCNTAC,BC)
C
C HERE THE TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION FOR THE WHOLE FLOW
C IS OBTAINED BY COMBINING THE OUTER FLOW MODEL WITH THE
C INNER FLOW MODEL
C
PARAMETER(NPTS-21)
PARAMETER(NJ-NPTS- 1,NFF-39+2*NPTS)
IMPLICIT COMPLEX*16(Z).COMPLEX(C),COMPLEX(U)
IMPLICIT REAL(V)
DOUBLE PRECISION DPDT,DGDVINFX.DVINFY,DADB,DUV,DV,DTAU
DOUBLE PRECISION CPV,S
COMPLEX*16 DU
REAL X(NFF,NFF) ,Y(NFF,NFF),DH(NFF,NFF). YL(NFF) ,DHL(NFF) ,SI(NFF,NFF)
REAL AR(NPTS,NPTS), DHC(NPTS,NPTS). DHCNT(NPTS,NPTS). SICO(NPTS,NPTS)
REAL XOCYOCXOCNT,YOCNTAC,BC,DPR(NFFNFF),DPC(NPTSNPTS),DIFSIE
INTEGER JMIN(2:NJ),JMAX(2:NJ)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
PI-SNGL(DP)
T=SNGL(DT)
GPV=SNGL(DG)
VINFX-SNGL(DVINFX)
VINFY-SNGL(DVINFY)
UINF-DU
A=SNGL(DA)
B=SNGL(DB)
UV-DUV
VVX-SNGL (DV)
TAU-SNGL(DTAU)
PRINT*,' XMIN COORDINATES FOR THE PORTION OF
PRINT*,' XMAX FLOW TO BE SWEPT THROUGH AT STREAK'
PRINT*,' YMIN TIME'
PRINT*,' YMAX
READ*, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN. YMAX
CONST1=CMPLX(O.,1.)
CONST-CONST1*GPV*UV*O./A
CONST2-CONST1*GPV*O.5/PI
IIMAX-NFF
JJMAX-NFF
C
C NOW WE CAN CALCULATE THE TOTAL TEMPERATURE SEPARATION BY
C APPLYING BERNOULLI'S EQUATION FOR UNSTEADY FLOW TO GET
C
C delta(H)-delta(Pt)/Rho--partial(dO/dt)
C
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C note: THE EQUIPOTENTIAL, phi, IS OBTAINED FROM THE COMPLEX
C POTENTIAL DUE TO THE FREESTREAM AND THE TWO ROWS
C OF FINITE VORTEX CORES OF ALTERNATING DIRECTION
C
DO 10 Il,IIMAX
IF(I.LT.11)THEN
DX-O. 1*(XO-AC-XMIN)
ELSEIF(I.GE. 11.AND.I.LT.10NPTS)THEN
DX-REAL(2.0*AC/(NPTS-1.0))
ELSEIF(I.GE.10+NPTS.AND. I.LT.30+NPTS)THEN
DX-0.05*(XOCNT-XO-2. *AC)
ELSEIF(I.GE.30+NPTS.AND.I.LT.29+2*NPTS)THEN
DX-REAL(2.0*AC/(NPTS-1.0))
ELSEIF(I.GE.29+2*NPTS.AND.I.LT.NFF)THEN
DX-O.1*(XMAX-XOCNT-AC)
ENDIF
DO 20 J-1,JJMAX
IF(J.LT.11)THEN
DY-O.1*(YOCNT-YMIN-BC)
ELSEIF(J.GE. 11.AND.J.LT.10NPTS)THEN
DY-REAL(2. 0*BC/(NPTS-1.0))
ELSEIF(J.GE.10+NPTS.AND.J.LT.30+NPTS)THEN
DY-O.05*(YO-YOCNT-2.0*BC)
ELSEIF(J.GE.30+NPTS.AND.J.LT.29+2*NPTS)THEN
DY-REAL(2. 0*BC/(NPTS-1.0))
ELSEIF(J.GE.29+2*NPTS.AND.J.LT.NFF)THEN
DY-O. 1*(YMAX-YO-BC)
ENDIF
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
X(I,J)-XMIN
ELSE
X(I,J)-X(I-1,J)+DX
ENDIF
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
Y(I,J)-YMIN
ELSE
Y(I,J)-Y(I,J-1)+DY
ENDIF
C
C FIRST DEAL WITH THE CORES' STREAM FUNCTION AND TOTAL ENTHALPY
C VARIATION, THE LAST BRANCH OF THIS IF STATEMENT DEALS WITH
C THE PORTION OF THE FLOW EXTERNAL TO THE VORTEX CORES!
C
JUP-29+NPTS
JMIDUP-JUP+(NPTS-1)/2+1
JMIDDO-11+(NPTS-1)/2
JDO=10
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IF(I.EQ.11.AND.J.EQ.JMIDUP)THEN
SI(I,J)-SICO(1,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
DH(I,J)=DHC(1,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
DPR(I,J)-DPC(1, (NPTS-1)/21)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.JMIDDO.AND.J.EQ.JUP+1)THEN
SI(I,J)-SICO((NPTS-1)/2+1,1)
DH(I,J)-DHC((NPTS-1)/2+1,1)
DPR(I,J)-DPC((NPTS-1)/2+1,1)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.JMIDDO.AND. J.EQ.JUP+NPTS)THEN
SI(I,J)-SICO((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS)
DH(I,J)=DHC((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS)
DPR(I,J)-DPC((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.10+NPTS.AND.J.EQ.JMIDUP)TH EN
SI(I,J)=SICO(NPTS,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
DH(I,J)=DHC(NPTS,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
DPR(I,J)-DPC(NPTS,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
ELSEIF(I.EQ. 30NPTS.AND.J.EQ.JMIDDO)THEN
SI(I,J)=DIFSIE-SICO(1,(NPTS-1)/241)
DH(I,J)=DHCNT(1, (NPTS-1)/2+1)
DPR(I,J)=DPC(1,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.JMIDUP.AND.J.EQ.JDO41)THEN
SI(I,J) -DIFSIE-SICO((NPTS-1)/2+1,1)
DH(I,J)-DHCNT((NPTS-1)/2+1,1)
DPR(I,J)=DPC((NPTS-1)/2+1,1)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.JMIDUP.AND.J.EQ.JDO+NPTS)THEN
SI(I,J)=DIFSIE-SICO((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS)
DH(I,J)=DHCNT((NPTS-1)/2+1,NPTS)
DPR(I, J):=DPC( (NPTS-1)/2+1 ,NPTS)
ELSEIF(I.EQ.29+2*NPTS.AND.J.EQ.JMIDDO)THEN
SI(I,J)=DIFSIE-SICO(NPTS,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
DH(I,J)=DHCNT(NPTS,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
DPR(I,J)=DPC(NPTS,(NPTS-1)/2+1)
ELSEIF(I.GT. 11.AND.I.LT. 1O+NPTS)THEN
IF((J.LE.JUP+1+JMAX(I-10).AND.J.GE.JUP-1+JMIN(I-10))
+ .AND.AR(I-10,JMAX(I-10)).EQ.1.O)THEN
SI(I,J)-SICO(I-10,J-JUP)
DH(I,J)-DHC(I-1O,J-JUP)
DPR(I,J)-DPC(I-1O,J-JUP)
ELSEIF((J.LE.JUP+JMAX(I-1O) .AND.J.GE.JUP+JMIN(I-10))
+ .AND.AR(I-10,JMAX(I-10)).LT.1.O)THEN
SI(I,J)=SICO(I-10,J-JUP)
DH(I,J)=DHC(I-1O,J-JUP)
DPR(I,J)=DPC(I-1O,J-JUP)
ELSE
CALL FFDHSI(X(I,J),Y(I,J),A,B,PI,T,WVX,VINFY,CONST,CONST2,UV,UINF,
+ S,CPV,KAR,SI(I,J),DH(I,J),DPR(I,J))
ENDIF
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ELSEIF(I.GT.30+NPTS.AND.I.LT.29+2*NPTS) THEN
IF((J.LE.JDO+I+JMAX(I-JUP).AND.J.GE.JDO-1+JMIN(I-JUP))
+ .AND. AR(I-JUP,JMAX(I-JUP)).EQ.1.O)THEN
SI(I,J)-DIFSIE-SICO(I-JUP,J-JDO)
DH(I,J)ODHCNT(I-JUP,J-JDO)
DPR(I,J)-DPC(I-JUP,J-JDO)
ELSEIF((J.LE.JDO+JMAX(I-JUP).AND.J.GE.JDO+JMIN(I-JUP))
+ .AND.AR(I-JUP,JMAX(I-JUP)).LT.1.O)THEN
SI(I,J)-DIFSIE-SICO(I-JUP,J-JDO)
DH(I,J)-DHCNT(I-JUP,J-JDO)
DPR(I,J)-DPC(I-JUP,J-JDO)
ELSE
CALL FFDHSI(X(I,J),Y(II.,JA,B,PI,T,VVX,VINFY,CONST,CONST2,U,UINF,
+ S,CPV,KAR,SI(I,J),DH(I,J),DPR(I,J))
ENDIF
ELSE
CALL FFDHSI(X (I, J), A,B,PI,T,VVX,VINFY,CONSTCONST2,UV,UINF,
+ S,CPV,KAR,SI(I,J),DH(I,J),DPR(I,J))
ENDIF
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
7114 PRINT*,' INPUT: I for DH contours'
PRINT*,' 2 for SI contours'
PRINT*,' 3 for DP contours'
PRINT*,' 4 for DH cut thru wake at x--0.2'
READ*,VOILA
IF(VOILA.EQ.l)THEN
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: ENERGY SEPARATION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET WITH
C + FINITE CORES'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X Y DELTA H CONTOURS'
CALL GFULFLO(50,TITLE,PLTITLX,Y.DH)
ELSEIF(VOILA.EQ.2)THEN
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: STREAM FUNCTION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET WITH
C + FINITE CORES'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X Y SI CONTOURS'
CALL GFULFLO(50, TITLE,PLTITL,X,Y SI)
ELSEIF(VOILA.EQ.3)THEN
PRINT*,' INPUT NUMBER OF CONTOURS: 50 to 100 say'
READ*,NCONTOURS
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' X Y (P-Pinf)/Rho CONTOURS'
CALL GFULFLO(NCONTOURS,TITLE,PLTITL.X,YDPR)
ELSEIF(VOILA.EQ. 4)THEN
DO 40 J-1,JJMAX
YL(J)-Y(1,J)
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DHL(J)DH(1 ,J)
40 CONTINUE
CALL GFFLIN(YL,DHL)
ENDIF
PRINT*,' INPUT 1 FOR SOME MORE PLOTS FOR THE WHOLE FLOW'
READ* ,VUOI
IF(VUOI.EQ.l)GOTO 7114
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GFULFLO(NCSTITLEPLTITL,X,YF)
C
C THIS IS THE PLOTTING ROUTINE
C
PARAMETER (NPTS-21)
PARAMETER(NFF-39+2*NPTS)
REAL X(NFF,NFF),Y(NFFNFF) ,F(NFF,NFF) ,CONT(10000)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE-'
ITIME-'
NCONT-l000+NCS
CALL GRINIT(56,,TITLE)
CALL GRSSET(X(1,1) ,X(NFF.NFF),Y(1,1),Y(NFF,NFF))
CALL GRSETTIME(IDATEITIME)
CALL GRCONT(X,Y,F,NFF,NFF.CONT,NCONTPLTITL,54)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GFFLIN(SPX,SPY)
C
C THIS IS THE GRAPHICS ROUTINE
C
PARAMETER (NPTS-21)
PARAMETER(NFF-39+2*NPTS)
REAL SPX(NFF),SPY(NFF)
INTEGER PP(1),IOPT(1)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE.PLTITL
CHARACTER *9 IDATE
CHARACTER *8 ITIME
IDATE-'
ITIME-'
C TITLE-'IMPERATORI: ENERGY SEPARATION IN KARMAN VORTEX STREET WITH
C + FINITE CORES'
TITLE-'
PLTITL-' Y DH DELTA H PLOT CUT THROUGH WAKE'
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PP(1) NFF
IOPT(1)=2
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GR_SET_TIME(IDATE,ITIME)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT, 1 ,PLTITL,655,SPX,SPY,PP)
RETURN
END
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PROGRAM INTEGRALS
C
C THIS PROGRAM IS BASED ON PP.30 TO 37, 36 & 37 ESPECIALLY,
C OF FERZIGER. IT INTEGRATES ANY FUNCTION (NO SINGULA-
C RITIES PLEASE!), TO BE EDITED INTO THE SEPARATE FUNC-
C TION SUBPROGRAM, BY THE ROMBERG METHOD.
C
C IT BEGINS BY ASSIGNING THE VALUES OF C (A/B-I/H
C WHERE H IS THE BUBBLE THICKNESS AS A FRACTION OF L
C THE BUBBLE LENGTH), THEN THE DESIRED ACCURACY, AND
C THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION. THE MAIN OUTPUT NECESSARY
C FOR THE PROGRAM KARSTREAK IS THE POWER P AND THE INTEGRAL
C IGAMMA.
C
EXTERNAL FUNT,FUNG
REAL*8 H,C,A,B,XTAU,XGAM,PWR
REAL SPX(1000),TAU(1000) ,P(1000),GAM(1000) ,ED(1000)
INTEGER NMAX
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
PIE()-4.0*ATAN(l.O)
OPEN(UNIT-7,STATUS-'NEW',FILE-'RESULTS')
PRINT*,' INPUT 0 FOR NO TABULATED RESULTS'
READ*,NP
H-O.OO01
NMAX-1/H
C WRITE(7,2000)
M-O
DO 1000 N-1,NMAX
C-/H
A-O
B-2*PIE()
ERR-O.0000001
C
C FOR THE FIRST VALUE OF A/B COMPUTE THE FIRST
C APPROXIMATION OF THE INTEGRALS BY TAKING THE
C AVERAGE OF THE FUNCTION, TO BE INTEGRATED,
C EVALUATED AT THE TWO LIMITS, I.E. THE FIST ESTIMATE
C IS 2PI. AFTERWARDS THE FIRST GUESS WILL BE THE
C INTEGRAL FOR THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF A/B. THIS
C HAS BEEN DONE TO AVOID INTEGRALS TO CONVERGE
C ARBITRARILY TO 2PI!
IF(N.EQ.1)THEN
XTAU=2*PIE()
XGAM-2*PIE()
ENDIF
C
C HAVING ALL OF THE NEEDED DATA, WE CALL ROMBRG
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C
CALL ROMBRG(FUNT,FUNG,A,B,C,ERR,XTAU,XGAM)
E-XGAM/XTAU
PWR-1-0. 5*(1C*C)/E
SPX(N)-H
TAU(N)-XTAU
P(N)-PWR
GAM(N)-XGAM
ED(N)-E
C
C WRITE THE RESULT
C
IF(NP.NE.O)THEN
IF(N.EQ.M.OR.N.EQ.1.OR.N.Eq.NMAX)THEN
WRITE(7,150)H,C,XTAU,XGAM,E,PWR
IF(N.LT.100)THEN
MUM+10
ELSE
M-M+50
ENDIF
ELSEIF(H.LT.O.01)THEN
WRITE(7,150)H,C,XTAU,XGAM,E,PWR
ELSEIF(H.GT.O.02.AND.H.LT.O.03)THEN
WRITE(7,150)H,C,XTAU,XGAM,E,PWR
ENDIF
ENDIF
H-H+O.00O1
1000 CONTINUE
C
C GET GRAPHICS OUTPUT
C
TITLE-' ITAU VS. NON-DI. BUBBLE THICKNESS H'
PLTITL-' H ITAU '
CALL GPLOT(TITLE,PLTITL,SPX,TAU)
TITLE-' IGAM VS. NON-DI. BUBBLE THICKNESS H'
PLTITL-' H IGAM '
CALL GPLOT(TITLEPLTITL,SPX,GAM)
TITLE-' E-IGAM/ITAU VS. NON-DI. BUBBLE THICKN
PLTITL-' H E
CALL GPLOT(TITLE,PLTITL, SPX,ED)
TITLE-' POWER VS. NON-DI. BUBBLE THICKNESS H'
PLTITL-' H P '
CALL GPLOT(TITLE,PLTITL,SPX,P)
C2000 FORMAT(7X,' H A/B ITAU
C + E P')
C150 FORMAT(7X,F7.3,F11.3,2F14.8,2F16.8)
160 FORMAT(F7.3,k',F11.3,'k',2F10.4,'k',F
ESS H'
IGAMMA
11.3.'k' ,F16.8.'\\')
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STOP
END
FUNCTION FUNT(X,C)
FUNT-1.O/SQRT(1+(C**4-1)*SIN(X)*SIN(X))
RETURN
END
FUNCTION FUNG(Y,C)
FUNG-SQRT(1+(C**4-1)*SIN(Y)**2)/(+(C**2-1)*(SIN(Y)**2))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ROMBRG(FUNT,FUNG,A,B,C,ERR,REST,RESG)
C
C THIS ROUTINE TAKEN OUT OF FERZIGER COMPUTES INTEGRALS OF
C USER SUPPLIED FUNCTIONS BY THE ROMBERG METHOD.
C
C INPUT: A LOWER LIMIT
C B UPPER LIMIT
C C CONSTANT PARAMETER APPEARING IN THE INTEGRALS
C ERR DESIRED ACCURACY (NOT > THAN MACHINE ACCURACY)
C
C OUTPUT: RES THE INTEGRAL OR RESULT
C
EXTERNAL FUNT,FUNG
C THE ARRAYS OF APPROXIMATIONS ARE CALLED Z & W
REAL*8 A,B,C,ERR,REST,RESG
DIMENSION Z(50,50),W(50,50)
C INITIALIZE THE INDEX AND COMPUTE THE FIRST APPROXIMATION
I-1
DEL-B-A
Z(1,1)-REST
W(1,1)-RESG
C THE MAIN LOOP. THE FIRST PART PART COMPUTES THE INTEGRAL
C USING A 2J+l POINT TRAPEZOID RULE. THE METHOD MAKES
C MAXIMAL USE OF THE VALUES ALREADY COMPUTED.
10 J-2**(I-1)
DEL-DEL/2
I-I+1
Z(I,1)-.5*Z(I-1,1)
W(I,1)-.5*W(I-11)
DO 1 K-1,J
X-A+(2*K-1)*DEL
Z(I. )Z(I.1)+DEL*FUNT(XC)
Y-A+(2*K-l)*DEL
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W(I,1)=W(I, 1)+DEL*FUNG(Y,C)
1 CONTINUE
C NOW WE NEED TO DO THE RICHARDSON EXTRAPOLATION
DO 2 K2,I
Z(I,K)-(4**(K-1)*Z(I,K-l)-Z(I-1 ,K-1))/(4**(K-1)-1)
W(I,K)-(4**(K-1)*W(I,K-1)-W(I-1 ,K-1))/(4**(K-1)-1)
2 CONTINUE
C ERROR CONTROL TIME
DIFFT-ABS(Z(I,I)-Z(I,I- 1))
DIFFW-ABS(W(II)-W(I,I-1))
IF(DIFFT.LT.ERR.AND.DIFFW.LT.ERR)GOTO 20
C THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED IS 10
IF(I.LT.50)GOTO 10
WRITE(5,100)
100 FORMAT(' MORE THAN 50 ITERATIONS REQUIRED')
STOP
20 REST=Z(I,I)
RESG=W(I,I)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GPLOT(TITLE,PLTITL,SPX,SPY)
REAL SPX(1000),SPY(1000)
INTEGER PP(1),IOPT(1)
CHARACTER *80 TITLE,PLTITL
PP(1)=1000
IOPT(1)=2
CALL GRINIT(5,6,TITLE)
CALL GRLINE(IOPT,1 ,PLTITL,23,SPX,SPY,PP)
RETURN
END
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